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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate
Council of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment

of the Requirements for the Degree of
Doctor of Philosophy

PERSONAL IDENTITY

By

C. A. Nickens III

August 1981

Chairman: J. Jay Zeman
Major Department: Philosophy

In this dissertation we will be concerned with the

nature of persons Many philosophers have wanted to hold

that persons are radically different types of entities from

ordinary persisting physical objects. The main aim of this

dissertation is to show that any view of this kind is com¬

pletely wrong, that a correct account of the nature and

persistences of persons must be a physicalistic one. We

shall defend this physicalistic account of persons both by

attacking historical and contemporary arguments which pur¬

port to support a nonphysicalistic view of persons as well

as by producing positive arguments of our own.

This dissertation is made up of six chapters. The four

middle chapters constitute the main body of the dissertation

• • §
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In chapter two we shall show that Cartesian arguments,

although sympathetically interpreted for the view that

persons are nonphysical "spiritual substances" do not suc¬

ceed.

In chapter three we shall show sympathy for Locke's

seemingly nonphysicalistic "memory" criterion for the

persistence of persons but argue that there is no conflict

between Locke's account and memory must appeal to some

sort of physical continuity.

In chapter four we will provide further reinforcement

for our physicalistic account by showing that the whole

conception of a purely nonphysical substance or event is

incoherent by developing an argument from causation which

shows that the whole conception of a nonphysical substance

or event is incoherent. Taken together chapters's three

and four constitute the core of our positive argument

that persons are physical.

Finally in chapter five we shall examine certain resid

ual arguments from the imagination suggested by Kant's

Paralogisms which purport to show that persons are nonphysi

cal and we shall argue that there is no reason to be

persuaded by them.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation we will defend the view that

persons are physical. Moreover, we will be concerned with

the nature of persons, and we will question whether or not

persons are like natural objects or if instead they are

something special. There are those who believe that persons

are, by nature, something special—something that cannot be

studied by the sciences. We, on the other hand, will argue

that persons are objects in the world just as trees are, for

example. When we approach the problem in this way, we are

dealing with a branch of the Mind/Body Problem. In the

past, the answers to these questions have been associated

with concerns of life after death, moral responsibility,

rights and science fiction, to name just a few.

When we ask about the nature of persons we are asking

the two following questions. First, what is the nature of

persons at a particular time? Second, what is it to be

a person over time? We will approach these problems through

the framework suggested by J. Perry (1975) . Perry deals

with the problem of identity at a time by taking approaches

about person stages, and the nature of identity over time

by questioning the unity relationship between these momentary

i
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person stages. Think about even a seemingly nonproblematic

object like a watch. Here we can ask, what is a watch

stage? And what is it for two watch stages to be stages

of the same watch? To make the problems of watch identity

even more obvious, consider the following.

When we (for sentimental reasons) are picking up our

favorite pocket watch from repair we, perhaps unconsciously,

check to be sure it is the identical watch that we brought

in. That is to say, we want our original watch, not one

that is exactly similar.

How do we know the watch to be the same? Generally, we

accept a quick visual examination as conclusive proof. If

we wanted to get technical, then we may check the serial

number or listen for the unique sound it makes, or look

for that scratch it received on a particular day.

After checking for all of its distinguishing character¬

istics we may be satisfied that this is the same watch we

brought in.

But is it really the same watch? We question it being

the same watch because this watch does not have the same

collection of parts as when it was brought in. The power

cell has been changed, the scratched crystal replaced, and

the mysterious hum gone. To these doubts we may reply that

these are the things that the watch was taken into the

repair shop for in the first place; therefore, we expected

them to be replaced.
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At any particular moment when the watch is the center

of our attention, the first moment we saw it for example,

or the time it was scratched, then at that instance we

were acquainted with the identity of the watch at a partic¬

ular time.

When we determine that it is the same watch that we

bought and later scratched, then we are passing judgment

in the area of identity over time.

What gives the watch its identity at a particular

moment, and what is it that makes the watch today the identi¬

cal watch of yesterday What is the glue that connects

together these particular moments? As we have already seen

we want to say the watch today, after some pieces have been

changed, is still the same watch as before the change, but

how much could be changed without its identity.

Would it make a difference if certain parts were changed and

others not? What if all the parts were gradually changed?

Would our answers be different for an animal? Would our

answers be different for a person?

As we said above, we will be concerned with the identity

of persons, as well as the question of personal identity--

the question of identity over time. As complex as the

questions are about the identity of a watch, as just brought

out; nevertheless, the questions of identity of persons is

significantly more difficult.

We will examine this difficult question of the nature

of persons through the thoughts of the historical thinkers
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Descartes, Locke and Kant. In addition to these historical

figures, we will also call upon the wisdom of certain modern

philosophers in the Analytic tradition.

The framework, namely person stages and the unity rela¬

tion, in which we will be working will be fully detailed in

the Locke chapter; for now we will list the four possibili¬

ties we would have if we combined the different alternatives.

1. Person stages are physical with a physical criter¬

ion over time. That is, the unity relation between physical

person stages is a physical one.

2. Person stages are physical with a mental criterion

over time; the unity relation between physical person stages

is a mental one.

3. Person stages are mental with a physical criterion

over time; the unity relation between mental person stages

is a physical one.

4. Person stages are mental with a mental criterion

over time; the unity relation between mental person stages

is a mental one.

Of these four positions, we will be defending the first.

We will be supporting and defending this position through

both positive argument as well as attacking contrary views

held by different philosophers.

At this time we will briefly sketch each of the chapters.

Chapter two, the chapter immediately following this first

introduction chapter, will deal with Descartes. One way of

looking at Descartes is by seeing him as holding a mental
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view of person stages and a trancendent view of the unity

relation. We will, in terms of our framework, be attacking

the view that person stages are nonphysical. In this chap¬

ter, we will not prove the conclusions of Descartes to be

false; nevertheless, we will show that the arguments he

uses to support his conclusion are wrong.

As stated above, Descartes wanted to attribute personal

identity to something neither physical nor mental, something

transcendental if you will. What kind of identity would we

have if it were neither physical nor mental? Descartes'

idea is a purely temporal one, since merely temporal enti¬

ties would be nonphysical. Therefore, in the Descartes

section we will argue against temporal entities. Moreover,

in the knockdown section we will continue to show the

weakness of a merely temporal account of personal identity.

Since Descartes only wrote in the area of identity at
♦

a particular time we will only be concerned with the iden¬

tity of what we have called person stages.

For Descartes, that persons are necessarily not physi¬

cal is based both on epistemic arguments as well as on

what we will call arguments from essences.

Briefly, the epistemic arguments state that at a

particular moment even though I cannot doubt my own mental

existence, yet I can doubt the existence of my body; there¬

fore, my mind is not dependent on something physical. The

arguments from essences conclude that thought is essential
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to an individual identity, and that physical existence is

not.

In the Descartes' section we will show the breakdown of

the epistemic arguments. In addition, we will show that

his arguments from essences are based on controversial

assumptions about disembodiment. It will be in chapter IV

that we will prove these controversial assumptions false.

The third chapter will center on Locke. As it turns

out, Locke is concerned with the position that the unity

relation must be mental. On the contrary, we will show that

rather than the unity relation be mental that instead it

must be physical. It will be in this chapter that details

will be given on what is meant by both person stages and

the unity relation. Concerning the arguments from Locke

that we will be concerned with in this chapter, we will say

the following.

To begin with, Locke's position on identity at a par¬

ticular time is different from his position on identity over

time. The question of identity at a particular time seemed

non-controversial to Locke; it was the question of identity

over time that Locke struggled with.

For Locke, we can describe the connection between vari¬

ous particular moments in a person's life as a unity rela¬

tion between their person stages. The basis of this unity

relation, for Locke, is memory. When we ask of Locke what



is the something that connects together person stages, his

answer will be the ability to recall a past and anticipate

a future.

7

Our attack on Locke's memory, mental, or nonphysical

definition of personal identity over time begins by estab¬

lishing what can reasonably be called a criterion of

personal identity over time based on memory, i.e., we will

postulate a memory criterion Once we have our criterion

established we can test it with a series of examples and

counter examples.

Before we go on to question the applicability of our

memory criterion, we will begin by considering the condi¬

tions of adequacy that our criterion must meet.

The first condition of adequacy that we must require

is that it meet certain formal criteria, namely symmetry

and transitivity. As it turns out, the proposed memory

criteria encounters problems when tested by these formal

criteria.

As we will see, even if we are able to surmount certain

initial formal problems by redefining the memory criterion,

the memory criterion will still have problems.

One problem that will still remain is that a purely

mental criterion of personal identity, such as the memory

criterion, is still subject to the charge of circularity.

Again, as we will see, even when we can improve the memory

criterion so as to avoid the problem of circularity, a prob¬

lem of even greater importance will still remains. The



greatest problem that the memory criterion faces is that it

remains, after all of our modifications, counter intuitive.

Obviously, in this section we will argue that the only

way to successfully overcome the problem of being counter

intuitive is to require the memory criterion to be supple¬

mented with a requirement for the same physical body.

In brief, not only will body continuity be needed for

personal identity but the criterion we establish for identity

over time must also require that any memory criterion that

we propose (if we are to use a memory criterion) must have

a physical feature.

In concluding our section on Locke, we will answer

quickly that Locke was on the right track when he said that

identity over time requires memory; however, we must, at the

same time, point out that Locke was wrong to stop there.

In the knockdown chapter we will present positive

arguments to show both the impossibility of nonphysical

person stages, and that the unity relation must be physical

This section of the dissertation theoretically proves

that the self must have a physical component to insure its

identity. The arguments used in this section are so effec¬

tive a purely mental account of personal identity

that we will refer to it as the knockdown section This

knockdown section is made up of two subsections The first

subsection contains analysis of Strawson's arguments where

he attempts to prove the physical necessity of the self.

As we will see, however, Strawson's position runs into
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problems. The second subsection avoids the confusions and

pitfalls that Strawson fell into and establishes conclusively

that the self must have a physical element in its composi¬

tion to insure its individuality. This forceful and

conclusive argument will be referred to in what follows as

the knockdown argument.

Both Strawson's position as well as the knockdown

argument, argue that the self must be, at least in part,

physical.

These two positions differ in that Strawson's position

requires the same physical body to insure identity, whereas

the knockdown argument concludes that the same physical body

is a problematic criterion. The knockdown argument unlike

Strawson, concludes that when we say that the self must be

physical, physical need not mean some physical body but

rather anything physical. As a matter of fact, anything

physical at all would count, including a brain, an aura,

a forcefield, etc.

In brief, as we will see in the Strawson section,

Strawson argues for a physical account of persons by arguing

against a nonphysical account. For Strawson, if a person

or object is to have an identity, then that object must be

able to be picked or singled out. Moreover, for Strawson,

the only way that we can pick objects out is through physical

features; therefore, so the argument goes, these objects are

ontologically dependent on their physical features for their

existence--identity. Moreover, we only know persons by
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their bodies, consequently a person is ontologically depen¬

dent on his body.

We will argue against this position on the grounds that

even though we may know one thing by way of another, that

does not mean that that one thing cannot exist without the

other. We will use the example of picking out, or identify¬

ing an individual by the clothes he is wearing. As we will

show, just because we pick out an individual by way of the

clothes he is wearing; neverthless, that will not allow us

to conclude that that individual would depend on those

clothes for his identity.

The knockdown argument takes into account that there

are more ways to establish individuality than by merely

visual means. We do not want to argue against visual means

of identification; however, we do wish to argue against it

as a sole criterion. Strawson concludes that we identify

individuals by their features, making these features essen¬

tial. The knockdown position maintains that the only way

to distinguish between individual identities is to require

their identity to have a physical component. The argument

concludes that for an individual to maintain his identity he

must retain that physical something that sets him apart.

The idea of the knockdown argument is basically that to

be an individual requires interaction, either internal, in

other words one thought interacting with another, or

external, in the sense of the individual interacting with

outside occurrences, e.g., contact with objects in the
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world. However, if an individual is to have such interac¬

tions, then we will argue that these components of the

interaction (either one thought interacting with another or

interaction with the ourside world) must be locatable in

time and space Purely mental entities are, at most,

temporal; physical objects alone exist in both time as well

as m space If things do not have a time and space loca¬

tion, then is it not the case that intelligent understand¬

ing would Clearly, we will argue that it would

As we will see, a purely temporal basis of identity

would leave us problems matching up the right cause with the

right effect. It will be our position, that if a criterion

such as the mental one cannot provide us with a means to

do this then it fails as an adequate criterion of personal

identity.

Our position can be laid out in the following way.

1.

2.

People, to be people, must interact.

Things cannot intelligently interact without

location.

3. Location requires the physical.

Therefore, individuals must be physical.

To this point we have been concerned with the four

possible combinations we discussed earlier. At this time

we will list the two remaining positions.

5. Person stages are mental and their identity over

time is irreducible.
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6. Person stages are physical and their identity over

time is irreducible.

To examine the possibility of these positions, we will

turn to our chapter on Kant. As this section will show,

these two final alternatives will fail and that, as stated

above, the only plausible alternative is position number one,

i.e., person stages are physical with a physical criterion

over time. That is, the unity relation between physical

person stages is a physical one.

Even though the knockdown argument has conclusively

proven the necessity of the self being physical in one way

or another, nevertheless, certain arguments remain that seem

to place pressure on us to accept a nonphysical criterion

of identity. The purpose of the final chapter will be to

examine these pressure arguments and show where they fail.

Since this chapter studies what we are calling pressure

arguments, we will simply refer to this part of the project

as the pressure argument chapter.

The pressure arguments that we will be concerned with

break down into two categories. The first type of pressure

argument that we will look at is what we will be calling

arguments from imagination. The other argument that we will

be concerned with is what we will be calling the telescope

argument. Both arguments from imagination as well as the

telescope argument, attempt to prove what we have called

substance monism or the "transcendental" position. As we
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will see, these arguments for a nonphysical self are

persuasive but resistable.

We begin with the arguments for imagination. The source

of these arguments is Kant's first and second paralogisms,

of course, Kant is not putting forth these arguments to

support his own position, rather he is arguing against those

who are using these arguments from the imagination, i.e.,

the rationalist. Again, if these arguments Kant is arguing

against should turn out to be successful then we would be

forced to define the self in transcendent, or nonempirical

terms.

By transcendent we mean the application of the concept

cannot be varified through experience The problem with

describing personal identity in such transcendental terms is

simply that it would reduce our concept of personal identity

to the level of absurdity. In other words, how could the

concept of personal identity be meaningful if it does not

provide a method of distinguishing one identity from another,

or establishing identity at all for that matter.

In order to work more efficiently with Kant's first and

second paralogism, we will rephrase them in more modern

terminology. Of course, we will use quotes from Kant to

show the legtimacy of our interpretation. In sum, our

intent will be to show both that these arguments from imagi¬

nation lead to conclusions that force personal identity to

be a transcendent concept and, second, that these arguments

are unsound.
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In the first paralogism Kant is arguing against the

rationalist when he claims, that that which we can imagine

is possible and those things which we cannot imagine are

not possible. This belief would force us to conclude that

the self is nonphysical as the following example will show.

I can imagine myself in a different time and place

with no mental or physical connection to my present self.

Therefore, I am transcendent.

We will argue against this position on the grounds that

there are different ways to imagine from the first person

point of view.

When we look at this argument by the rationalist a

little more closely we find him saying that even though I

can imagine being neither physical nor mental, nevertheless,

I must, in my imagination, imagine that I am existing. In

other words, I cannot imagine my own nonexistence.

If we allow both the original assumption that that which

I cannot imagine is not possible, and we combine with that

the belief that I cannot imagine my own nonexistence, even

though I can imagine that I am neither physical or mental,

then we would be led to the conclusion that the concept of

self is a transcendent one.

As we hinted above, the refutation of this position is

based on our ability to imagine from the first person point

of view in more than just one way.

The idea is this, even though I cannot imagine my own

nonexistence, nevertheless the point of view I am imagining
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from need not be part of the world I am imagining. To put

it another way, I can imagine from a neutral point of view.

For example, when I am watching a motion picture I am

imagining a world from a particular point of view; however,

the point of view that I am imagining this world from, is

not part of the world that I am imagining.

The second paralogism deals with what we will be call¬

ing splitting cases. Briefly the problem is this, if a

person's body and mind were to divide into two equal halves

and then each half were to grow into a complete whole, then

which one of these two new people would have the original

identity?

In order to answer this question, the rationalist re¬

quires us to imagine the case from the first person point

of view. If we imagine this case from the first person

point of view, then, the rationalist argues, as follows:

we must imagine that, after the split one of the two result¬

ing individuals must have received the original identity at

the time of the split.

To ' say that both body and mind equally divide and re¬

build, and that identity is preserved, is to say that those

empirical qualities of the self, body and mind, do not make

up its identity. Clearly, if we cannot base identity on

either one of these two empirical qualities, and we are bas¬

ing it on something, then this something that we are basing

identity on must be trascendent.
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Our response to splitting cases will be to substitute

the term survived for the term identity. With this exchange

of terms we will be able to conclude that the identity

survives yet does not remain whole.

Recall, the position held by the rationalist, in order

to be successful, required the impossibility of imagining

splitting from the inside; if however, we substitute in the

term survive, then there will no longer be a problem, be¬

cause we will show, we can imagine surviving a split from

the inside point of view.

The central problem that the rationalist is having in

both these paralogisms is very similar to the problems

people run into when they try to describe time travel. The

mistake both the rationalist and the person describing time

travel make is that they misdescribe what is going on.



CHAPTER II

DESCARTES: THE FAILURE OF ARGUMENTS FOR
PERSONS AS IMMATERIAL SUBSTANCES

The Epistemological Arguments

In this Descartes chapter we will look at arguments

which support the view that person stages are immaterial.

To examine this position we will work within the framework

of thinking of person stages as being unified in a certain

way Even though Descartes did not discuss the problem of

identity in terms of person stages and the unity relation,

nevertheless it seems reasonable to assume that he would

consider both nonphysical in the strong sense of the term

The upshot of Descartes' argument is that people are non¬

physical .

In this chapter we will not be concerned with the

question of identity, questions of identity over time will

be dealt with in both the Locke and Kant chapters. Our

primary concern in this section will be to show that the

attempt to define person stages in a nonphysical way will

not work.

In this section of our Descartes chapter we will con¬

sider his epistemological arguments to defend a nonmaterial-

istic position of the self. We will center our attention on
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arguments Descartes put forth to assert the independence of

minds from bodies, and according to my reading, Descartes

meant the mind is independent from any form of matter what-

. Our purpose is to show that the arguments Descartes

used fail, however we will not prove his conclusion false.

In the section of this work entitled the Knockdown

Chapter we will prove the conclusion by Descartes for a non¬

material account of persons to be false In this current

section, we will look at these arguments by Descartes not

just to show their failure, but to see if there is a possi¬

bility of patching them up and subsequently having them go

through.

We will begin with an examination of the arguments by

Descartes which are taken from his Second Meditation (1977)

Our first step will be to generalize those arguments,

second we will analyze the cause of their failure, and third

we will show that any attempt to salvage the argument will

fail as well.

The argument, by Descartes, for the mind/body dictomy

can be worded in the following informal way.

A. I can believe that I exist without believing that

my body exists

Therefore, I ^ my body.

If one were to object to the use of the term "belief"

on the grounds that, ordinarily, if one believes that he

exists then he will believe that his body exists, then we

would present the two following responses. First, we could
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defend the use of the term "believe" by claiming that it

is logically possible to separate the two. The second way

that we could overcome a possible objection to the use of

the term believe would be to replace the term belief with

the expression highest certainty. If we were to switch

terms then the argument would read as follows.

B. I can have the highest certainty that I exist with¬

out having the highest certainty that my body exists.

Therefore I f my body.

Or,

C. I can have the highest certainty that I am thinking

without having the highest certainty that my body is think¬

ing .

Therefore I ^ my body.

As the above reworded arguments (B and C) show, the

choice of epistemological attitude is not important to this

argument. The important feature of the above arguments is

the general form that they can be reduced to; therefore, we

will continue to use the term believe.

This argument from Descartes can be seen as taking the

following general form.

X can believe that a is F without believing that b is F.

Therefore a / b.

This argument form may seem nonproblematic at first

glance; however, as the following counter will show, the

argument form is invalid.
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Consider the example of the masked man. This example

shows that I can be confronted with a masked man and believe

that the masked man standing in front of me does exist. At

the same time, I can disbelieve, though mistakenly, that my

father does not exist. Nevertheless, it may turn out that

the masked man is my long lost father. In other words, I

can be confronted with a certain object and believe certain

things about it; however, under a different description, I

can believe different things about that object.

I believe the masked man exists.

I do not believe that my father exists.

Therefore, the masked man is not my father.

This masked man example demonstrates the invalidity of

the above argument form on an intuitive level. Clearly,

one would have to accept the conceivability that I can

mistakenly believe that my father has died, and at the same

time believe my senses when they report the presence of a

man wearing a mask; and nevertheless, have it turn out that

my father is now standing before me, his identity shielded

by the cloth.

Clearly the argument from Descartes fails. It fails

because I can correctly believe that my mind does exist, and

at the same time be mistaken about the belief that my body

may not exist—for one reason or another. Even though the

argument does fail, it is worthwhile to examine it more

closely and to consider possible ways of repairing it so

that it might be validated.
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To examine this argument more closely our attention

can best be utilized if we consider the most crucial part

of the argument. The argument that we will now present is

itself a sub-argument of the one mentioned above.

1. I believe that I exist.

2. It is not the case that I believe that my body

exists.

Therefore I ^ my body.

In order to examine this sub-argument more closely, we

must recognize the tacit premise on which it depends,

namely, Lebinz's Law (L.L.). According to L.L. we say that

if two objects are identical then they share all of their

properties. Our argument would now read. ■

1. L.L.

2. I believe that I exist.

Therefore I ^ my body.

We can now reduce our argument to the following formal

notation where a = my, b = my body, F = I believe that

exists, -F = I believe that exists, and both x and y

are individual variables and 0 is a predicate variable.

1. xy (x = y 0x = J2ly) L.L.

2. Fa

3. -Fb

Therefore a ^ b.

Before we consider the way in which the terms of this

argument do or must occur, we will briefly review what we

mean by them. As a starting point, recall the three types
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(e.g. "Fido" refers to fido); second, the class of objects

of which the predicate is true (blue, all blue things);

third, the extension of sentence (e.g., its truth value).

We are concerned with the parts of expressions, i.e., sub¬

jects and predicates.

Predicates occur extensionally when their extension

helps to determine the truth value of the whole sentence.

Both names as well as predicates can be extensional; further¬

more, sentences can be said to be extensional when taken

in larger contexts. We will say that if a sentence occurs

extensionally then a certain substituting principle will

work, i.e., the principle that allows substitution of one

expression for another when they both have the same exten¬

sion. Substitution conducted under these conditions pre¬

serves the truth value of the whole sentence. To put it

another way, terms can be substituted for each other salva

veritate.

If a name or description has extensional occurrence,

it is said to be referentially transparent or to occupy a

referentially transparent position. If it fails to be

extensional, then it is said to be referentially opaque.

With this definition of terms in mind as groundwork,

recall the argument.

1. xy (x = y J3x = 0y) L.L.

2. Fa

3. Fb

Therefore a ^ b.
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Even though the argument may look good it will only

go through if both the a and the b are referentially trans¬

parent; therefore, referential transparency will be our

primary concern. Moreover, we will continue to assume that

the features of the part determine the extension of the

whole and therefore the features must be extensional as

well. As we said above, if this argument is to go through

both the a and the b must occur in referentially trans¬

parent position; however, in this argument they do not,

i.e., they occur referentially opaque.

Notoriously, psychological and epistemic names and

descriptions introduce referentially opaque contexts. When

we say that names and descriptions are opaque, we will have

the two following features in mind. First, attempts at sub¬

stitution fail. Second, attempts at existential generaliza¬

tion fail.

As we have already stated, the only way that the

argument can go through is if the terms occur in a referen-

tially transparent position which they do not. The terms do

not occur in a referentially transparent position, they

occur in a referentially opaque position. To demonstrate

the invalidity of an intensional substitution on an intui¬

tive level, consider the following analogy.

Imagine the case of poor Joan who admits that she

voluntarily shot the man coming through the window not know¬

ing it was her husband, Conrad, who had lost his key.

Notice that when she refers to Conrad she does so in two
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different ways. First, as the man coming through the window.

Second, my husband, the person who lost his key and the

person I just shot not knowing he was my husband, Conrad.

Clearly, Joan would not want the jury at her trial to

accept the combination of L.L. and the argument by Descartes.

It would not be in Joan's best interest to accept such

reasoning for if such thinking were to stand then the pro¬

secution could substitute terms on Joan and accuse her of

voluntarily shooting her husband, Conrad. That is, if

instead of saying Joan voluntarily shot the man coming

through the window we performed substitution and said; Joan

voluntarily shot Conrad coming through the window.

Joan's defense as well as our criticism of Descartes'

argument is based on the treatment of intensional contexts

in an extensional way. To sum up, if we treat the terms

transparently then we run into counter examples of the kind

that Joan's case demonstrated; therefore, in an effort to

patch-up the argument we will now consider alternative ways

of construing the terms.

The first suggestion for interpreting the terms so

that the counter example of Joan's shooting Conrad can be

avoided would be to say that the terms do have a reference

which differs from their ordinary reference. If we were to

allow this move, then instead of granting those terms their

ordinary extension we could say that those terms refer

instead to ideas or meanings. For example, in the masked

man example we could think of the expression the "masked
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man," as referring to the meaning of the idea or the idea

of the masked man.

We can fit this new interpretation of the terms, i.e.,

thinking of them as referring to ideas instead having their

ordinary extension, into our argument pattern (L.L. & Fa &

-Fb/ .. a ^ b) by treating F and -F in the same way as

before, but now letting a = the idea of myself and b = the

idea of my body. If we interpret things in this way, both

the a and the b would be in a referentially transparent

position and the conclusion that a ^ b would follow

logically.

By treating the terms in this opaque way, by looking

at the meaning of ideas involved, we could get poor Joan off

the hook. However, if we are to accept this treatment of

the terms we would be led to the uninteresting conclusion

that one idea is different from another. In other words,

the argument and its conclusion taken in this way would not

tell me anything about the identity of me and my body, all

it would have me conclude is that the idea of myself does

not equal the idea of my body.

Above we tried to repair the argument by thinking of

the terms in an opaque manner. Clearly, this attempt at

patching the argument fails, i.e., by looking at their

meanings or the ideas behind them. By so doing, the terms

would be transparent in that we could then switch or sub¬

stitute one term for another and still preserve the truth

value of the statement. However, we saw that if we moved
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in that way then we would only be able to conclude that one

idea is different from another; that is, only the idea would

be transparent.

Now we will ask if we can treat belief, or what we have

been calling opaque, statements in such a way so as to make

them transparent and still have them refer to things and

not to ideas and thereby validating the argument. The idea

would be to construe belief sentences in such a way that

both the a and the b occur transparently and nevertheless

still have their ordinary reference.

Before we begin to examine the possibility mentioned

above for repairing the argument, the following points about

belief contexts must be made.

Belief statements can be taken in two ways. 1) exten-

sionally and 2) intensionally. The following president

example, which is like the earlier masked man example, will

illustrate the ambiguity in the two ways it could be taken.

Suppose John met someone by the name of Ron and, after

talking to this new acquaintance, John formed the opinion

that Ron is a nice person. However, John did not know that

this man is Ronald Reagan, President of the United States.

If someone were to claim that John believes that the

President is friendly, then under an intensional reading

such a statement would be false. If we were to use an

extensional reading rather than an intensional reading, then

if one were to make the statement that John believes that
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the President is friendly then we would say that that state¬

ment is true because an extensional reading permits substitu¬

tion. Therefore, we will take things in an extensional way.

In order to compensate for the fact that belief state¬

ments can be taken in two ways, we need a way to signal our

reader that we intend to use the extensional sense. Based

on our above president example, one way to let the reader

know, through simple English, that we intend to use the

extensional context would be to replace "believes that" with

believes of." Therefore, we would make statements of the

following nature.

John believes of the President of the United States

that he is friendly.

and

John believes of Ronald Reagan that he is unfriendly.

or

Concerning the President of the United States, John

believes of him that he is friendly.

and

Concerning Ronald Reagan, John believes of him that he

is unfriendly.

By using this "believes of" context we force both the

name, Ronald Reagan, as well as the description, President

of the United States, into a transparent position. We are

now in a position to patch up our argument by rewording our

belief statement in the following extensional way.
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If the argument is to be taken in an extensional way,

then we must be sure it fits our argument form.

1. L.L.

2. I believe of myself that I exist.

3. It is not the case that I believe of my body that

it exists.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

If we put the argument in this way then both I and my

body occur in a referentially transparent position. And, not

only will the objection that the terms are not transparent

be overcome; but, in addition, substitution will now be

possible. If we reinterpret the argument in this way, will

it go through? That is, will this approach be sufficient

to validate our argument? Will our argument be sound? Will

it be circular?

Even though our argument is now transparent, neverthe¬

less problems still remain. The argument seems circular

because, to establish the second premise, we must already

have established the conclusion. To explain the circularity,

consider the following argument.

1. John believes of the President of the United States

that he is friendly.

2. John does not believe of Ronald Reagan that he is

friendly.

Therefore, the President of the United States is not equal

to Ronald Reagan.
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We grant John his first premise, i.e., that the President

of the United States is friendly. Once we grant John this

premise and then we go to ask how the second premise is

established. To establish that Ronald Reagan is unfriendly,

he must first establish a description of Ronald Reagan which

is different from the description he has of the President of

the United States. If John must establish the fact that the

President of the United States is different from Ronald

Reagan before he can establish the fact that Ronald Reagan

is unfriendly, then he already knew the conclusion before he

knew the premises, in which case the argument is circular.

In brief, if John wishes to say that first, the Presi¬

dent of the United States is friendly and second that Ronald

Reagan is unfriendly, then before he establishes the fact

that Ronald Reagan is unfriendly he must first establish

the fact that Ronald Reagan is not the President of the

United States, which is just what he wants to conclude. To

sum up, the argument seems circular in that it requires

John to know the answer in order to understand the question.

Even if we were to disregard this particular objection,

nevertheless, problems will still remain. The problem

which still remains is grounded in the fact that for our

argument to be meaningful our predicates would have to

contradict. The two predicates have to be contradictory but

they are not.

The predicates are not contradictory because John can

say without contradiction that he believes that the President
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is friendly under the description of the man who intends to

help the needy, and the President is unfriendly under the

description the man who intends to cut aid to the humanities.

Before we point out the problem with this argument, recall

the following:

-F = It is not the case that I believe of my body that

it exists.

a = is believed by me to exist (notice this is ana¬

logous to saying: a is small).

The problem is this, if we fully specify by saying x is

believed by a to exist this means that it is believed under

some description to exist. But notice, there is no incom¬

patibility between the two following statements:

is believed under some description to exist.

and

is believed under some description not to

exist.

There is no more contradiction between the two state¬

ments above than there is between the two following state¬

ments :

is small.

and

is not small.

Consider this final example. We could say that Jumbo

is both small and not small. In other words, compared to

other animals Jumbo is not small; however, when we compare
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Jumbo (the baby elephant) to other elephants a proper de¬

scription of Jumbo would be small.

1. xy (x = y -- 0x - 0y) L.L.

2. Jumbo is small. a is small.

3. Jumbo is not small. b is not small.

b f a b 0 a

Clearly we cannot say that Jumbo described under one

description is not the same as Jumbo under a different

description, anymore than saying that the President de¬

scribed under one description is not the same as the Presi¬

dent under a different description. If, however, the argu¬

ment were to go through, then we would be forced into such

a position. We are to dismiss this conclusion on the

grounds that the terms small and not small need not be

contradictory.

The problem that the argument has is its lack of detail,

in other words the descriptions are incomplete. If we are

to say that Jumbo is small then we need to supply the

additional detail that he is small compared to other

elephants. Just as, if we wish to describe the President

as friendly we need to supply the additional detail that he

is friendly when he intends to help the needy.

In conclusion, for the argument to work the expressions

would have to be inconsistent, and as we saw, the problem

is not that the terms are inconsistent but rather that they

are incomplete.
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In this section of our Descartes chapter we showed his

epistemological arguments for a nonphysical account of the

self to be problematic. In the remaining section of this

Descartes chapter we will examine his ontological arguments

for the Cartesian soul as the basis of the self.

The Ontological Arguments
Arguments from Essences

In this section, as in the previous one, we will take

a close look at arguments presented by Descartes for the

claim that persons are Cartesian souls In the previous

section we examined his epistemological arguments for a

nonphysical self and at this time we will examine his onto¬

logical arguments for the same If his ontological argu¬

ments or what we will also be calling arguments from

essences, go through, then we will be forced to accept the

conclusion that mind is essentially a nonmaterial entity.

The first half of this Cartesian chapter examined

the epistemological arguments by Descartes for a nonphysical

account of personal identity. At that time we examined his

arguments and found their weaknesses, we then tried to

rework those problems so that those arguments would then

turn out to be valid. As we saw, we were unable to satis¬

factorily repair the argument and we therefore concluded

that the epistemological arguments used by Descartes to

support a nonphysical account of the self were problematic.

In studying the ontological argument our approach will

be similar to that found in the first half of this chapter
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in which we looked at the epistemological arguments. In

this section, as in the previous one, we will first look at

the argument from essence presented by Descartes. We will

then attempt to reconstruct the argument in such a way so

as to avoid any problem that we may find in it. And as in

the first section, we will find that our reconstruction will

fail.

Our purpose in this section, as in the previous one,

is not to prove that the self must be physical but to show

that the arguments Descartes uses to argue for a nonphysical

account of personal identity are nonacceptable. Recall, we

will prove that the self must be physical in the knockdown

argument.

The argument from essence, like that of the epistemo¬

logical argument, seems to use Lebinz's Law (L.L.): if two

objects are identical then they share all of their proper¬

ties. Moreover, the ontological argument also shares the

same argument form as the previous epistemological argument

which was:

1. xy (x = y 0x + J3y) L.L.

2. Fa

3. -Fb

Therefore, a / b.

These arguments from Descartes (1977) are taken from

his second Meditation and can be worded informally in the

two following ways.
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Thought is an essential feature of myself.

2. Thought is not an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

and

1. Being extended is not an essential feature of
myself.

2. Being extended is an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

We will test these two arguments by both clarifying

the notion of essence and, in the light of this clarifica¬

tion, critically analyze the two premises. In addition, we

will also want to clarify the notion of essences along with

introducing both De Re as well as De Dicto necessity. We

will begin our ground work with a description of what we

mean by both a De Re and a De Dicto reading of necessity.

As a starting place for our discussion, consider the

following statement:

(S^) Necessarily the president is the president.
How are we to interpret the necessity of S^? If we

interpreted the necessity in the De Dicto sense, then we

would take S-^ as saying that necessarily whoever is the
president is the president, or in logical terminology that

necessarily for all x if x is president then x is president.

If, on the other hand, we took the necessity in the De

Re sense then we would take the necessity of as saying

the following. The president, whoever he is, necessarily

is the president. By accepting this De Re interpretation of
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the necessity operator in we would be forced to conclude

that Ronald Reagan is necessarily the , i.e., that

it could not have been otherwise. Furthermore, if we are

to accept the De Re reading, then we would be forced to the

conclusion that there could not be a possible world in which

Ronald Reagan both existed and was not also

De Re necessity is similar to the referential trans¬

parency of the previous section De Re necessity resembles

referential transparency in that for either to remain true

we must be able to switch terms in our argument and still

have that argument remain valid.

Notice, however, that a De Re reading of the necessity

in is not possible It is not possible because

if we substituted terms in our statement then our statement

would no longer remain true would not remain true under

a De Re reading precisely because there are circumstances

under which we could imagine Ronald Reagan existing and not

being the president.

The above reasoning can also be expressed in terms of

possible worlds. Consider the following statement.

I can imagine a world, much like our own, in which

Ronald Reagan is not our president, yet does exist.

In terms of possible worlds, De Re necessity differs

from De Dicto necessity in the following way. A De Re inter¬

pretation would require Ronald Reagan to be the president in

every world in which he exists On the other hand, a De
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Dicto interpretation merely requires that for any possible

world in which Ronald Reagan is president then he must be

president in that world.

The truth of De Dicto necessity is established by con¬

sulting the definitions of the terms used; on the other

side, establishing the truth of De Re necessity, in some

sense, would require us to consult the world. To establish

the truth of a De Dicto reading of the necessity of we

would use the following procedures.

1. Examine each world

2. Find the person who is

3. Vertify that the individual in question is also
president.

Here "President is President" simply means that this

sentence is true in all possible worlds.

In contrast to the De Dicto necessity mentioned above,

a De Re reading of the necessity of would have us say

that the man who is president in the actual world is also

the president in all worlds in which he exists. To falsify

the De Re necessity of the statement all we would have to

do is trace Ronald Reagan across possible worlds until we

find a possible world in which Ronald Reagan both exists and

is not president.

It is important to note that De Re necessity is a way

of establishing essences. One way to define essence is by

saying that the corresponding De Re sentence will be true.

For example, the statement I have the essential feature of
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being a thinking thing, when placed in terms of De Re neces¬

sity, would supply us with the following claim about

essence: I am necessarily a thinking thing. In the same

way, the expression I lack the essential feature of being

extended would translate into: it is not the case that I

am necessarily extended.

With these distinctions in mind, we can now return to

our Cartesian arguments which we will reiterate below.

1. Thought is an essential feature of myself.

2. Thought is not an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I ^ my body

and

1. Being extended is not an essential feature of
myself.

2. Being extended is an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

We can now reformulate the two arguments above in the

following De Re necessity.

1. I am necessarily a thinking thing.

2. My body is necessarily not a thinking thing.

Therefore, I ^ my body

and

1. I am not necessarily extended.
8

2. My body is not necessarily extended.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

In both arguments, we will want to interpret the neces¬

sity of the two premises in a De Re way. In other words,
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for every possible world, if I exist then thought must

exist, and based on the second version that thought can not

be an essential feature of my body; or, for every possible

world, I can not be extended necessarily and my body must

be extended necessarily.

Returning to the analysis of our two Cartesian argu¬

ments, our starting place is to the necessity of

each premise in both arguments in a De Re way. Under a De

Re reading, both arguments are valid because the expressions

I and my body occur in referentially transparent positions.

This being the case, we can not criticize these two argu¬

ments on the grounds that we criticized the two epistemo¬

logical arguments of the previous section; i.e., the alleged

subjects are not occurring in transparent positions.

Instead, we will center our attack of these two

arguments on their premises. Furthermore, for the sake of

argument, we will allow both that extension is necessary for

my body and that thought is necessary for my mind. So the

two following statements will be the subject of our examina¬

tion .

1. Thought is not an essential featue of my body.

and

2. Extension is not an essential feature of myself.

How are we to verify such claims as the two listed

above? It seems as if the only way to test out such claims

is just to be able to rely on our intuitions about essences
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cases that stretch over possible worlds. Consider the two

following claims.
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I am not necessarily an

C2 I am necessarily not an

extended thing,

extended thing.

Notice that is making a weaker claim than 0.^;
theless to refute the weaker claim is to refute the stronger

claim.

We are attacking the claim that thought is not an

essential feature of my body. Descartes wants to hold the

view that I, as a thing which thinks, am necessarily not

an extended thing. We can put the same idea in terms of

essences by saying the following, not being extended is an

For our purposes, we do not need to interpret Descartes

in this strong sense. All that is necessary is to interpret

Descartes in the weaker sense which is: I am not necessar¬

ily an extended thing. Or, if we were to put the same idea

in terms of essences we might say, being extended is not an

essential feature of mine.

As it turns out, Descartes would have us suppose that

there is some possible world in which I am totally disem¬

bodied. Where disembodiment would mean not just there

are no physical bodies as our common sense thinks of them,

but that there can be nothing physical about a person at

all. Persons could not be physical in the sense of having
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a brain, an aura, a force field, or even a position in

space.

To claim that persons can not be physical entities, in

anyway whatever, is to make a strong claim. How would we

test such a claim? To test such a claim we would rely on

our intuitions of essences. To begin with we would try to

imagine a world where both I exist and where I do not have

extension, i.e., a world where I am not embodied. Again,

disembodiment here would not merely mean the lack of physi¬

cal features but micro features as well.

Initially, it does not seem that there would be any

trouble in imagining a world where I am not embodied in any

sense; however, we must be careful and monitor our reasoning

because all too often our imagination uses bad intuitions.

One instance where we must supervise our intuitions is when

we attempt to imagine time travel. Superficially, we may

think that it is possible to travel backwards in time and

live in the world without having any effect on it or the

subsequent time of that world once we returned to the time

whence we came. However, if we press our imagination for

enough detail we suddenly realize that if we truly did

return to an earlier time, we, while present there, did have

a effect on those times when we were there. Furthermore,

our effect on those earlier times would continue even after

we had left them. So what looked to be a valid possibility

breaks down after a certain amount of analysis.
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In the same way, if we try to imagine a world where

persons exist but are not embodied, the way Descartes de¬

fines the term disembodiment, we will quickly find that

such intuitions are just as questionable as those invalid

intuitions that led us to believe that an individual could

travel to another place in time and have no effect in those

times whatsoever. Both the Cartesian concept of disembodi¬

ment as well as the concept of the possibility of time

travel break down because of intuitions used by the imagina¬

tion to conceive of such.

In the knockdown chapter we will explicitly show how

the intuitions used in trying to imagine disembodiment go

astray. We will briefly sketch the knockdown argument

below.

1. I must have certain causal properties.

2. Anything that has causal properties must be
extended.

This knockdown argument will prove the failure of the

second version of the Cartesian argument, i.e., by showing

that the second premise is false.

1. L.L.
*

2. Being extended is not an essential feature of
myself.

3. Being extended is an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I ^ my body.

Having demonstrated a successful attack on the belief

that we are not necessarily extended, and the subsequent

denial of the second version of the Cartesian argument, we
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will now turn our attention to the proposition that thought

is not an essential feature of my body, which was argued in

the first version. Recall the first version.

1. L.L.

2. Thought is an essential feature of myself.

3. Thought is not an essential feature of my body.

Therefore, I / my body.

Based on this version of the argument, we would con¬

clude that thought is not an essential feature of my body.

Here the tendency might be to argue from a De Dicto claim

to a certain De Re claim. The De Dicto claim would be that

it is not necessary that all bodies think; however, it does

not follow from this that my body does not think. After

all, why would we not want to say that bodies think? We

will want to show that there is no reason to think that

bodies can not have the essential feature of thought.

That bodies can have thought as an essential feature

can be brought out through the following analogy. Com¬

puters, for example, are entities with complex structures

and one of their essential features is their ability to

compute, i.e., having the ability to compute is identical

with being a computer. From here one may go on to argue

that if the computer were to lose this complex structure,

i.e., its ability to compute, then it would cease to be

this computer.

If we can say that if a computer loses its ability to

compute then it ceases to be this computer, then what would
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be the argument against saying that if my body can no longer

think then it is no longer my body? Here the objection

might be that the property of being able to compute is

identical to some feature of the computer. The response to

this objection would be that if capacities to think were

physical features, then bodies could have them and have

then essentially.

Therefore, we could say that my body has the essential

feature of thought if thinking were a physical feature.

The objection to this position by someone might be that

thinking is not a physical feature. Furthermore, one reason

why my body does not think is because that is not the sort

of thing that my body does.

If these kinds of arguments were raised, then the fol¬

lowing counter argument would be presented. If by physical

feature one means either a feature which is mentioned in

the physical sciences or is reducible to physical science,

then it is not clear why physical objects should not have

certain irreducible features. Consider the following

analogy with color.

Suppose that the feature of being red turned out to be

irreducible to features mentioned in physical science; this

would not, however, prevent us from saying that red is a

feature of physical objects. In the same way, if the

feature of thought is a purely mental feature and therefore

irreducible to basic physical features, then this should

not prevent us from saying that physical objects can have
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mental features and some of these mental features may be

essential for it to remain the same. Based on this reason¬

ing it seems that Descartes' premises about my body not

having thought as an essential feature are very doubtful.

We have attacked both Cartesian arguments by attacking

their premises and we have subsequently shown the failure

of both arguments.

To sum up, in terms of person stages and the unity

relation, we have shown that Cartesian like arguments for

nonphysical person stages fail. In the knockdown section

we will present positive arguments which will prove that

these person stages must be physical. Before we turn to

that proof, we will do two things. First, we will look at

the problem of identity over time; second, we will say a

little bit about person stages and the unity relation.



CHAPTER III

LOCKE: THE PROBLEMS OF A MEMORY CRITERION

Historically, Locke was concerned with questions of

personal identity over time and Descartes was interested in

problems with the contrast between persons and physical

objects. The relation between the Cartesian and Lockean

like questions is not as clear as one might think but here,

the concern is with Locke's type of problem. For Locke,

personal identity must be based on one of the three follow¬

ing possibilities: 1) same body, 2) same spiritual sub¬

stance, 3) memory.^ Locke ruled out the possibility of the

same spiritual substance being a basis of personal identity,

and for our purposes so will we. Therefore, in this paper,

we will be concerned with the competition between a memory

criterion on the one hand, and a bodily criterion on the

other.

Historically, Locke's discussion was picked up by

Butler and Reid, and in more recent times, using analytical

tools, the same discussion has been carried on by Perry,

Quinton, Grice and Williams. Butler argued, as we shall
2

see, that a memory criterion was bound to be circular, and

Reid believed that personal identity, unlike the identity of

physical objects, is perfect and therefore not a
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matter of degree
3 4 5

Both Grice and Quinton on

Locke's discussion by further development of the memory

criterion, Grice's discussion being the more sophisticated
6 V

of the two. Williams, on the other hand supports a bodily
g

criterion. I have used Perry's discussions as a starting

place for my own and I have set up my discussion in much the

same way as he did his; however, I have tried to spell out
9

the conditions of adequacy more carefully than he did. I am

especially indebted to Perry for the terms unity-relation

and person-stages.
10

I will conclude by attempting to show both that a

physicalistic account of personal identity is correct and

that a physicalistic account of personal identity need not

be inconsistent with a memory account I arrive at this

conclusion by combining the insights of Grice, Williams, and

especially Perry whose conclusion is closest to my own.

We will begin with a few preliminary remarks about

philosophical analysis. Next, we will attempt to show that

a memory account of personal identity can surmount certain

formal problems. Finally, we will want to conclude that any

nonphysicalistic memory account of personal identity will

run into problems of circularity but that those problems can

be overcome by using a physicalistic account.

Our attention is first directed to what we will call,

in our modern terminology, memory Locke, in his writings,

expressed the same idea with the phrase "consciousness
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reaching back." He writes: II
. and as far as this con

sciousness can be extended backwards to any past action as

thought, so far reaches the identity of that person; it is

the same self now it was then; and it is by the same self

with this present one that now reflects on it, that that

action was done. „11

personal identity

Thus for Locke memory is the basis of

But what does this amount to? Roughly

what Locke is interested in is what we might call the prob¬

lem of personal identity over time. The idea is that some¬

how we understand what it is to be a person at a particular

time, and what we want to spell out is what it is to be a

person over time

tion is to set up and analyze

. So a modern way to set up Locke's ques-

12
d and analvze the following: person at

time t^ is the same person
we ask what are "A" and "B"

as person B at time t 2* But now

to here? There are

two possibilities. First, A and B could be persisting

. Second, A and B could be referring to person

slices or stages.

In what follows we will try to set up the question in

terms of person-stages
13

so that we will really be asking

what it is for A and B to be stages of the We

will see that, in setting up the question in this way we are

not analyzing the relation of identity directly; rather what

we will be focusing on is what John Perry has called the

unity-relation.
14

Before we get to the analysis we will

make a few preliminary points about philosophical analysis

in general.
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Philosophical Analysis, the Unity-Relation,
and Conditions of Adequacy

When we puzzle over the question of personal identity,

we are trying to discover those basic concepts of what a

person is that we have been using all of our lives, trying

to put into words those intuitions we have in a sense always

had. Daily life requires various identity judgments which

we consider to be nonproblematic, in other words, our

intuitions always have an immediate answer. In studying

the problem of personal identity in a philosophical manner,

we are attempting to come up with those implicit principles

in these judgments, and to determine how each principle

links up with the others and what makes them important. The

goal will be to clarify those principles we use in our

nonphilosophical moments, and then using that knowledge to

deal with both the more baffling cases and to test our

current beliefs to determine if they are useful as they

stand or if they need to be changed or modified.

Of what kind are our principles? What are we asking

when ask about personal identity? What are our principles

that determine what it is to be a persisting person? The

natural idea would be to think of a persisting person as a

whole and then, as a method of analysis, to breakdown the

whole into a collection of parts that are related to one

another in an way For our purposes we can

think of the parts as person-stages. Clearly the important

goal will be to define and describe what the relation is
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that connects the parts. To spell out this strategy a

little better consider the following analogy.

Suppose we have a young child that we want to teach how

to write.As a starting point we want to explain the

difference between a random group of letters on a page and a

group of letters that are forming a word. We begin by

writing various words down for him and explaining what they

are. Soon the child feels confident and can recognize his

name, his mother's name, and so on. At this point, would we

want to say that he understands the concept of a written

word?

Perhaps not. Imagine that after a bit of conversation

we discover that he thinks that all the letters on the page

can make up one big word or any group of letters must make

up a word.

Here, we would not want to say that he has an under¬

standing of the concept of a written word.

What is it that the child is not getting? Where is his

block? We could say that he is making the wrong kinds of

identity judgments. The child gives wrong answers to the

question "are all these letters part of the same word?" when

the letters are scattered over the entire sheet of paper.

Since we can represent the problem in this way, we say of

the child that he does not know the identity conditions that

must hold for different written letters to be part of the

same word.
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In other words, for the child to understand the concept

of a written word, in a sense, he will have to learn the

answer to the following question:

(1) Under what conditions are written individual

letters, letters in one single word?

Naturally we will not expect the child to answer this

question when put in these terms; however, we will expect

the child to be able to make correct judgments, given the

proper conditions, about whether written letters are so

related, and it is in this sense that he will have to know

the conditions under which individual letters belong to one

word.

This is not an unreasonable question. However, to

start to answer it we would need to follow something like a

scientific method, first trying a simple answer (perhaps if

the letters occur on the same line of the same page) and

deciding its consequences for various actual and imagined

word events. If our suggestion does not work (as the sug¬

gested answer does not), we will change or drop it and

continue on. We will want to continue until our proposed

hypothesis can handle all those cases with which we have a

clear intuition. With such a hypothesis we may want to

attempt to answer those questions which our intuitions are

in doubt about, or have conflicting beliefs about, or we may

say that the hypothesis we accept is one that leaves the

puzzle cases unresolved.
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Our question (1) is asking for the relational condi¬

tions: whatever theory we propose has to specify a relation

that can obtain between individual letters. Notice that

here we are not dealing with the relation of identity. What

we are trying to analyze is what we might call the unity-

relation, that is to say, the relation that must obtain

between two letters if they are to be letters of the same

word. The unity-relation between letters of the same word

is not to be mistaken for the identity-relation between

words, nevertheless the two are very closely related. The

close connection between the two relations is exhibited by

the following plausible equivalence^ (in which x and y are

representing individual letters):

xR y (i.e., x is part of the same word as y)= the wordw

of which x is a part

is identical to the

word of which y is a

part.

Above we asked, what is it to be a word? We found that

our answer was based on showing and clarifying the unity-

relation between letters and not the identity-relation

between words. We noted that even though the unity-relation

was not the same as identity, nevertheless it was closely

connected to it. When we begin to question what it is to be

a person we will want to know what is it to be a persisting

person, and therefore we will also conduct our analysis in

terms of person-stages. As with letters of a word, we will
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want to know what is the unity-relation between person-

stages, that is, the relation which must hold between two

stages if they are to be stages of the same person. Again,

as with letters, the unity-relation between person stages is

not the identity-relation between persons, yet it is very

close to it. The close connection is exhibited by an equiv¬

alence analogous to the one above (except that this time x

and y are representing individual person-stages).

xRy (i.e., x is a stage of the same person as y)= the

person of which x is

a stage is identical

to the person of

which y is a stage.

When we use the expression person-stage we do so in an

informal sense, and we mean something momentary. For

example, when one says of another that A is writing and

later he says that B is reading then we say of this individ¬

ual that he has singled out person-stages. If the individ¬

ual recognizes, after observation, that it is the same

person that is now reading that was writing before then we

would be inclined to think that he is aware of the unity-

relation between the two person-stages otherwise we would

not think he knew what it is to be a persisting person.

In brief, the method we shall use to give an account of

personal identity is to try to analyze the concept of a

persisting person in terms of person-stages and the appro¬

priate unity-relation.
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Even though the unity-relation R is not the identity-

relation, it is, as we have seen closely related to it; and

therefore it seems intuitively plausible that R should have

all the formal properties of identity. That is, it should

borrow from identity the formal properties of reflexivity,

symmetry, and transitivity. In other words, (1) any person-

stage must be R related to itself (reflexivity); (2) if

person-stage x is R related to person-stage y then y is R

related to x (symmetry); (3) if person-stage x is R related

to person-stage y and y is R related to person-stage z then

x is R related to z (transitivity).

We have two conditions of adequacy, one formal, one

not. First, we would expect the analysis to preserve cer¬

tain formal properties. In other words, the relation that

appears in the analysis will have to have the three formal

17
properties mentioned above. Second, the analysis must

fulfill certain non-formal conditions of adequacy: non

circularity and non-counter intuitiveness.

Noncircularity—If we are to define the expression "R"

in terms of a memory criterion, we must demand that that

description be one that is noncircular. To put it in

different terms, we can not allow a situation in which our

definition presupposes an understanding of what we are

trying to define.

Noncounter Intuitiveness—Any proposed criterion must

square with our basic intuitions. To put it in another way,

we may find something that has all the required formal
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properties but would be clearly counter intuitive. For

example, the relation "the same height as" would satisfy

those formal requirements that we demand, however it would

clearly be absurd to say that person stages that happen to

be "the same height as" each other are stages of the same

person.

Initial Analysis and Problems with
Formal Requirements

With these conditions of adequacy that any proposed

criterion must fulfill we will now seek a description of the

R relation. The first suggestion to define the R relation

between temporally distinct person-stages will simply be to

require a memory link or connection to obtain between the

two different person-stages. Putting it another way, if the

later person stage can remember some experience of the

earlier person-stage then on this suggestion we will say

that the two person-stages are R related. We will describe

our initial memory criterion (MC) in the following way:

Person-stages x and y, are R-related if and only if person-

stage x remembers some experience of person-stage y from the

inside point of view. Or, simply put:

xRy iff x remembers y from the inside (xMy).

Why do we use the qualifier "from the inside"? If we

think about it for a moment we will begin to realize that

the unrestricted memory relation will not be sufficient.

The reason why it is not sufficient is because of obvious
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counter examples. One counter example might be the follow¬

ing: I can easily remember my friend Pete being angry

yesterday, I was made aware of his anger at the time by

observing his outward behavior: yelling and screeming. In

this case we would not want to say that I am the same person

as Pete just by the fact that I remember his experiences,

for that would be memory from the outside, which is not what

we want. Therefore we will want to restrict our account by

imposing the qualifier "from the inside". In this way it

will not be enough that I remember Pete being quick tempered,

I must remember being quick tempered from the inside point

of view to be Pete.

To clarify what we mean by memory from the inside we

will make the following point. Notice the difference be¬

tween the two following claims.

1.

2.

I remember being in agony

I remember x being in agony

A memory claim from the inside point of view would not

normally be expressed by, for example "I (Charles) remember

Charles being worried about q" but rather by "I remember

being worried about q".

A number of standard objection to the memory criterion

really have to do with the analysis failing to meet the

formal criteria. The two formal problems are symmetry and

transitivity. Looking at the symmetrical side, there is the

following example. Suppose our intuitions clearly tell us

that x (person-stage) and y (person-stage) are stages of the
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person, however, x exists at an earlier time and y at a

later time. For example x is an earlier stage of John and y

a later stage In this case our criterion would force us to

say that x and y are not stages of the There¬

fore, memory does not give us necessity, for we may know

that x and y are stages of the same person, but because of

time, our criterion would give us a wrong answer.

The other formal problem deals with transitivity and is

demonstrated in Reid's officer paradox.
18

Suppose as a boy

James was flogged for stealing apples; this he remembers

later while performing a brave deed as an officer; this

brave deed he remembers even later, as a general But by

then he has forgotten the flogging. Certainly, in such a

case we would want to say that the brave officer is the boy,

and the general is the brave officer, yet if one suggested

that the general is not the boy we would want to say of him

that this is counter-intuitive.

These objections are problems with the formal require¬

ments. The first with symmetry, the second with transi¬

tivity. Formal problems, however, can be compensated for by

defining a more complicated relation suggested by Grice

which we will now turn our attention to.

Following Grice
19

and others, we can handle the formal

problems by defining a more complicated relation, IM, which

we will call the indirect memory relation, in terms of M.

We proceed in two stages First we define as the union

of M and its converse
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1. xM^y (def) xMy v yMx

Secondly, we define IM in terms of the ancestral of (which

we symbolize as M1*

Step 2 xIMy
/V

(def) x M^y
So the revised analysis now becomes xRy xIMy. An explana¬

tion of the notion of the ancestral of a relation follows.

Take two objects a and b, and a relation R. If there is a

of objects, x., x„...x -1, x such that a has R toJ 12 n ' n

Xl' X1 ^aS R t0 X2' an<^ SO on' unt^^- finally xn has R to b,
then a and b are related by the ancestral of R. The string

can be as long or short as we need it to be. For example,

while my great grand parent does not have the relation,

"parent of," to me, he does have the ancestral of the parent

relation, in virtue of the sequence, my great grandfather,

my grandmother, my mother, me. The ancestral of the parent

relation is the same as the relation we call "being an

ancestor of."

The new more complicated memory relation, namely the

indirect memory relation, seems to handle the formal prob¬

lems M was not symmetrical but and hence IM M and

are not transitive but IM is.

Two problems remain. The first problem comes up in a

situation where we have an isolated experience, dreams for

example. The second problem arises in examples where an

identity divides.

We begin by exploring the problem of an isolated experi-
20

Suppose a individual has a dream. Furthermore,
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assume that the content of the dream does not connect up

with the dreaming individual's conscious life. Further,

except when the individual awakes, assume that he does not

remember the dream nor that he had one. The problem is

this, our analysis would force us to say that the person who

is conscious in the body by day is different from the person

at night. Clearly such a suggestion is counter intuitive,

i.e. violates our conditions of adequacy.

The second problem is concerned with splitting cases

and is spelled out in the following example. Imagine that

science has just perfected an operation in which a surgeon

can divide an individual into two equal parts, and then each

of those halves fill out to be a whole. On our analysis we

would conclude that both halves are united by the unity-

relation and therefore that each half is identical to the

original. Clearly, two distinct things can not be identical

therefore our analysis in this case, as the one above,

would, if accepted, lead us to violate our conditions of

21adequacy (i.e. it would be counter intuitive).

Even though problems remain, this account takes us

quite along way in terms of a memory account. The main

problem though is the problem of circularity.

Circularity Problems

As it stands, our M relation seems to violate a non

formal requirement of our conditions of adequacy, i.e., the

M relation seems to be circular. The reason that it seems
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to be circular is because if we are to understand what it

means for a latter person-stage to correctly remember being

the earlier person-stage then we must already understand

what it means for an individual to be the same person over

time, which is just what we are trying to define. Hence,

the understanding of this definition presupposes an under¬

standing of what it is we are attempting to define in the

first place.
22

Recall, we are wanting to analyze our primitive idea of

memory (xMy).

Furthermore, if M, direct memory, is circular then so

will be, IM, the more complicated relation of indirect

memory However, if we are able to rescue M from a charge

of circularity we will be rescueing IM at the same time.

What can be done to eliminate the possibilility of circular¬

ity?

The first suggestion is to eliminate the possibility of

circularity in our M relation will be to revise it in terms

of seeming-memory (SM). It is important to note that when we

use the expression "seeming-memory" we do so in a neutral

sense. In other words, when we say that x is having a

"seeming-memory" of y we do not mean to imply, in any way,

that he does not really remember experiences of y. All that

is meant is that the memory experience may or may not be

veridical.

Of course to avoid the problems we had with the M

relation the full analysis will have to make use of a more
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complicated relation of indirect seeming-memory which will

be defined in an analogous way to the way we defined IM.

The revised analysis then becomes:
•k

xRy = xSM^y (where SM-^ is the union of SM and its
*

converse and SM-^ is the ancestral of SM^) .

Now the problem is not circularity, it is of a differ¬

ent sort. The main objection to the analysis in terms of

seeming memory is that it is counter intuitive. To begin

with, seeming memory forces the unity relation, R, to hold

between an earlier and a later person-stages when they are

23clearly not stages of the same person. And, as Williams

pointed out, it looks like two clearly distinct person-

stages, existing at one time, could be stages of the same

person.

The problem with seeming memory is not merely that it

can be mistaken, but rather that someone might have a seem¬

ing memory which accidently fits the earlier experiences of

someone clearly distinct from him. For example, suppose

John Wayne had the experience (from the inside point of

view) of making the movie "The Sands of Iwo Jima". By

coincidence, I have a dream which mirrors the content of

Wayne's experiences, and furthermore, I believe the dream to

be a genuine memory. In brief, the problem is this, seeming

memory will allow a coincidental fit between memory and

experience.

Even if we were to ignore the above problem, namely

that someone could have a seeming memory that is not false
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but corresponds to someone else's memory, we would still

have the more serious type of objection raised by Williams.

The Williams objection can be put in the following way.

It is not logically impossible that two clearly distinct and

particular individuals at a later time should have the same

seeming memories as some earlier individual. Nevertheless,

it would be clearly counter intuitive to suggest that two

separate and distinct individuals could share the same

identity.

Due to the numerous problems involved with seeming

memory, we will return to the notion of real memory and

attempt to define it in a noncircular way. The suggestion

is to analyze real memory in terms of seeming memory plus

causation.

In terms of a combination of seeming memory plus

causation we might try to define real memory in terms of

seeming memory plus justification. In other words we might

try to analyze xMy (x really remembers y) as follows.

xMy = x seemingly remembers some experience of y's and

x is justified in believing that this seeming

memory is true.

Trying to analyze real memory in terms of seeming

memory plus justification of seeming memory fails both as a

necessary and a sufficient condition, moreover it looks to

be circular. The analysis is not necessary for one might

have memory yet the memory is not justified. For example, I

have a vivid dream in which parts are real like and others

24
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are not. One part of the dream was of an experience I

really had but repressed, and therefore the experience did

not link up with other memories. After I awake I seem

justified in saying that that part of the dream was not

real. In brief, this analysis is not necessary for there

may be a case where there is memory, and yet because of the

lack of justification involved the memory is thought to be

false. The analysis is also not sufficient as the following

example will show. Suppose I seem to remember driving a

rusted blue Buick on a particular sunny day in May. Further

assume that someone did drive a rusted blue Buick on that

particular day. Also imagine that my belief that I was

driving a rusted blue Buick on that day is by the

following inductive support. First, I have a rusted blue

Buick; second, I drive it everyday. However, as it turns

out, I was sick that particular day and did not drive my

car. As the example shows, there may be a case where I

have a seeming memory and I am justified in believing that

the seeming memory is genuine yet it may turn out to be the

case that the seeming memory is not real, therefore, this

analysis is not sufficient either. In addition this analy¬

sis may be circular because it may turn out that the notion

of memory justification may require real memory; or to put

it another way, to say what it is to have memory we may have

to use the expression real memory.

The problem with an account based on seeming memory

plus justification is that it is neither necessary nor
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sufficient and possibily circular, therefore, rather than

choosing justification we will stay with the original sug¬

gestion of seeming memory plus causation to define real

25
memory.

To bring in causation is to require that there must be

a causal connection between the earlier stage having the

experience and the latter stage having the memory. The

causal analysis of real memory, then, looks something like

this:

xMy = x seemingly remembers some experience of y's and

y's experience causes x's seeming memory.

Notice that requiring cause to be part of our analysis

we are able to avoid counter examples of coincidental memory

like those mentioned above.

As it stands we can build counter examples to the

analysis providing a sufficient condition. One such counter

example might be the following.

Suppose as a teenager my parents told me about an experi¬

ence I had as a toddler, then a few years later when I

thought of the experience as a toddler, I believed that I

remembered the actual experience and not just the memory of

my parents telling me about it. Clearly this example shows

that the analysis is not sufficient.

The above counter example shows that this definition of

real memory is not sufficient. The problem is that the

causal chain went outside the original body that had the
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initial experience. Our analysis of real memory needs to be

supplemented with the requirement that the causal chain must

remain within the body. The revised analysans thus becomes:

"

xSMy and y's experience causes x's seeming memory via a

causal chain which remains inside the persisting body which

x and y share.

Will this new definition of real memory be adequate?

First, let us see whether it is necessary. As it turns out

a chain through the body will be necessary otherwise we

could not avoid either the case of reduplication that

Williams brought out, or the case where the individual

thought he was remembering an experience from his childhood

but was only remembering his parents telling him about the

experience.

So the new analysis gives us a necessary condition, but

as the two following counter examples show there remain

problems about its sufficiency. First, assume we have some

forgetful blind individual that has to remember some infor¬

mation for a meeting the next day. Being aware of his

inability to remember he inscribes the required information

in brail like marks onto the palm of his hand. The next day

at the meeting he, quite predictably, cannot remember the

necessary information that he needs to; however, he feels

the brail like marks on his palm and from those marks repro-

26
duces the information.
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The second type of counter example is what we will call

the suggestable state problem and will be described in the

following.
27

The situation in brief is this. An individual has a

vivid experience and that vivid experience causes him to

develop a long term suggestable-state and his being in that

state causes him to seem to remember the original experi-

To spell out this example in a little more detail

consider the following.

Suppose John has an experience of Joan telling him that

she loves him, then when he thinks of her he thinks that she

will do nice things for him. He then begins to confuse

memory with imagination. So when John thinks of Joan now he

may have seeming memories that she said nice things that she

really did not say As a consequence of this suggestable

state he may have a seeming memory that she said "I love

you" when she did say such but we may not want to call it

memory She said such and he has a suggestable state In

other words, where memory, regardless of it being correct

is due not to memory but to the suggestable state There

may even arise a situation when she gives him a gift and

even thought he forgets that she gave it to him, neverthe¬

less, because of the suggestable state, he credits her with

the gift giving though he does not actually remember the

event.

Of the two examples presented above, the causal chain

of each remain within the body, but the wrong kind of causal
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chain was used. These two examples show, then, that the

causal chain going through the body is not a sufficient

condition of real memory.

In order to come up with an appropriate sufficient

condition, it might be helpful to ask what kind of test one

would generally use to distinguish between the hand case and

real memory on the one hand, and the suggestable state

situation and real memory on the other.

The first suggestion for a test of ordinary cases, of

which the hand instance was an example, would be to ask for

If the individual could produce the re¬

quired information then we would be more likely to believe

that it is a case of real memory. In cases where a sug-

gestable state was influencing memory we could test for real

memory in the two following ways. First, as in the hand

case we could ask for greater detail; second, we could

supply the person with false prompting and then check to see

if his response to those false prompting was positive or

negative. In other words, we distinguish by seeing if the

individual has the disposition to come up with more detail

(D^) and lacks the disposition to

promptings () .

Our new analysis then becomes

react positively to false

xMy xSMy and there is an inside-the-body causal chain

connecting y's experience with x's seeming memory

and x has and lacks Ü2*
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Unfortunately this new analysis still fails, because

even though the presence of and lack of D2 certainly
provide evidence for real memory, they do not provide con¬

clusive evidence.

At this point, it looks like the way to get around this

problem is by bringing in a specific inner body causal

mechanism, one that appeals to something like a physical
2 8

memory trace. Therefore, we would require a definition

of "real memory" that would not only involve some kind of

bodily continuity; but in addition, the continuity of a

physical memory trace of somekind. Our final analysis thus

becomes:

xMy = xSMy and y's experiences carries x's seeming

memory via an inner-body mechanism which involves

a physical memory trace.

We can give a noncircular account of real memory in

terms of causation via physical memory trace, and hence can

give an account of the unity relation in terms of memory.

Locke was on the right track then in trying to give an

account of personal identity in terms of memory, but he was

wrong in thinking that the success of a memory account would

mean that personal identity was something nonphysical.
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CHAPTER IV

THE KNOCKDOWN APPROACH: POSITIVE PROOF
THAT PERSONS MUST BE PHYSICAL

Strawson: An Unsuccessful Argument for
a Physical Account of the Self

Our purpose in the Descartes section was to show that

the arguments by Descartes for a Cartesian soul were falla¬

cious. Even though in that section we showed his arguments

to be false we did not however prove that his conclusion for

a Cartesian soul was false. We now focus our attention on

proving that conclusion false.

Before our proof, in the section that follows, that the

self must be physical, we might ask if there is already

such a proof in existence. Strawson (1959) in his book,

Individuals, attempted to argue against an immaterial

account of the self, unfortunately his arguments failed.

In this section we will show the failure of his arguments by

examining his mistakes, which will put us in a better posi¬

tion to avoid such confusions in our own account.

Strawson intends to argue for a physical account of

persons by arguing against a nonphysical account of persons.

Although most of Strawson's attack on nonphysical persons is

directed against a certain kind of Humean bundle theory,

nevertheless Strawson admits that these arguments could be

71
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used against a Cartesian account of persons, and that is

precisely what we will be concerned with at this time.

Strawson is trying to show that the concept of a

Cartesian ego (person stage or ego slice) is meaningless.

Before we map out his argument, we will say a little about

the identity of objects. For our purposes, it will be

enough to say that, for Strawson to identify an object all

that is necessary is to be able to pick or single it out.

Moreover, that to be able to identify an object is to be

able to answer questions about that object. That in terms

of communication able to tell another

just which object it is that he has in mind, i.e., which

one is meant. That is, Strawson would want to argue

a merely temporal account of identity because it would not

allow for positive identification. For example, if John

wanted to tell Charles about a particular piano it would not

be enough to say the one that existed on the fifth of June

1981 because there are many pianos that existed at that time

If John said the only piano in Gary's house, then Charles

would know which piano John meant.

Strawson's argument can be put in the following way.

1. The concept of a Cartesian ego (person stage or ego

slice) is one of an entity that can exist independently
of any physical entity.

2. If the concept of a Cartesian ego is to be intelligible,

then one must be able to apply the concept to others

as well as themselves.
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3 We can only apply the concept of a Cartesian ego to

4

others if we could identify other Cartesian egos.

We can only identify other Cartesian egos by way of the

bodies they are attached to.

5. If X can only be identified by way of Y, then X is

ontologically dependent on Y, i.e., X cannot exist

independently of Y.

Therefore, the concept of a Cartesian ego is unintelligible

In regard to this argument, if we suppose that the

concept of a Cartesian ego is meaningful, and we take all

of the premises together, except for the first one we get

the conclusion that the ego depends on the body, but this

conclusion contradicts our first premise. Consequently the

argument reduces to adsurbity. In other words, the first

premise says that egos are independent. If we accept that

premise as being true and then combine it with the other

premises where we are trying to show that the concept is

meaningful, we contradict ourselves and therefore we con¬

clude that the concept is meaningless.

This argument attempts to show that a Cartesian ego is

meaningless, that an ego cannot exist in a disembodied form

Is this argument successful? As it turns out, there are

problems with a number of the premises Even though many

of the premises are bad, for our purposes we will refute the

entire argument by arguing against the fourth premise.

In some ways it seems plausible that if we are to pick

out Cartesian egos, then it is hard to see how we would do
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so without using a body. The problem is much like the one

we found with pianos, how could we pick out a particular

Cartesian ego with only a temporal reference, the point is

there can be so many at any particular time.

Clearly, a merely temporal reference will not be

sufficient for the sake of identification. So, maybe a

body is necessary. But the problem is, does it follow from

this that if we concede to Strawson that the body is neces¬

sary for a means of identification then must we also allow

the additional move that the body is necessary for the exist¬

ence of that individual? In other words, can the move be

made from identity dependence to ontological dependence?

To assist us in this consideration we will consider the

following automobile analogy. For our purposes we will

define a motor as that which powers a car, i.e., the auto¬

mobile's engine. We will define the car or automobile as

that which holds the motor and is powered by it. Suppose we

wish to discuss various motors with someone who knows very

little about them, and as a matter of convenience we refer

to those motors by way of the cars they are associated with

typically. We may, for example, wish to describe a particu¬

lar engine by the car it is in because this person is

familiar with a Pontiac firebird but does not understand

400 cubic inch with a four barrel carborator. Or, if we

want to talk about a certain engine in a moving car we may

refer to it as the engine in that red car which just passed

us.
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In either one of these examples we are identifying a

particular engine by the automobile in which it is mounted.

But would we want to claim that that motor would not have

had an identity if it were never placed in a car? Or that

it would lose its identity if it were changed from one car

to another? Clearly, we can pick motors out by the cars

they are in but we would not want to say that motors must

be identifiable if they are to be motors.

Clearly, if there were no means of distinguishing one

engine from another, we would still not be in a position to

say that each motor would not have an identity. Based on

the same reasoning, even if the human body were the only

means that we could distinguish one individual from another,

we would still not be in a position to claim that an indi¬

vidual must have a body to remain in existence, or even to

begin existence.

Where does the reasoning go askew? What would be wrong

with associating ontological dependence with identity de¬

pendence? If a particular something is necessary for

identity dependence is it not the case that that feature is

also necessary for ontological dependence? The problem is

that individuals can be identified by nonessential features

Even though we may identify motors by their cars just as we

may identify persons by their bodies; nevertheless, there

is no more of an ontological dependence between a motor and

its car than there is between a person and their body.



Regarding this automobile example, we may encounter

problems. It may be argued that even though we typically

identify motors by the cars they propel, nevertheless this

does not mean there is any dependence between the two.

Therefore we will present the following example.

How do we identify microphysical particles (an electron

or alpha particle for example)? To put it another way, how

would I say which electron I meant? The answer is that I

would identify an electron, for example, by appealing to a

gross physical object, a meter perhaps, which can detect it.

The point is, we typically identify those things that we

can not observe in terms of those things that are observable.

The same point can be made in the following way, how

can I convey to another individual the identity of a partic¬

ular spacial location? The problem is, even if I give the

latitude and longitude of that spot, furthermore, even if

that spot were on the equator; nevertheless, I would still

have to know the place of physical objects in order to

establish those coordinates.

The upshot of the above examples is this, even though

we may know the micro by the macro, nevertheless this does

not mean that we can not know the micro without knowing the

macro. In terms of our electron example, we may only know

electrons by the instruments we use to pick them out, but

this does not mean that electrons would not exist without

these instruments.
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Another way of attacking this same premise is by saying

that those features we use to identify objects are not

essential features of that individual. For example, if one

wanted to single out a particular individual in a crowd he

may do so by saying "Joe Boggs, the person wearing the dark

blue tie and the light blue shirt." In this particular case

the person identifying Joe Boggs did so by way of the color

of both his shirt and his tie However, we would not want

to say that the identifying feature in this particular

instance, the color of his clothes, is necessary for the

continued existence of that individual. We would still

believe Joe Boggs to be Joe Boggs, and he would still

believe himself to be the same person, when he wears differ¬

ent colored clothes. Moreover, even if his body were to

change appearance beyond the possibility of reidentification

through surgery, the ageing process, etc., Joe Boggs

would still be Joe Boggs.

In conclusion this argument does not prove the impossi¬

bility of a Cartesian ego, all it does show is that if

Cartesian egos do exist then they are most easily picked

out by the bodies they inhabit. In the following section

we will prove the impossibility of a Cartesian soul or ego

The Knockdown Argument: Positive Proof
for the Physical Account of Persons

In this section our purpose will be to show that per¬

sons are not Cartesian egos or immaterial substances.
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Furthermore, that there could not be such things as

Cartesian egos or immaterial soul substances By showing

the impossibility of such, we will have also shown that

there could not be Cartesian substance stages; and, in

addition, we will have also shown the impossibility of a

immaterial memory trace inhereing in a Cartesian substance

As it turns out immaterial memory traces cannot inhere in

Cartesian substances simply because there is no such thing

as a Cartesian substance

The basic argument which we will use

egos is a very simple one. The argument is based on the

two following ideas. First, the idea that persons are the

kinds of things that enter into causal interactions The

second idea is based on the nature of causation, i.e., the

idea that causal relations can only hold between physical
• 4 I

entities.

Before we cover the argument in detail, we will first

show how this chapter will relate to the rest of the

dissertation and especially to both the Descartes and Locke

chapters. This chapter relates to the Descartes section

because in that section we looked at both his epistemologi¬

cal arguments, as well as the arguments from essences.

Both of those two arguments tried to show that persons are

Cartesian substances or to put it in slightly different

terminology, if we were to look at this through the frame¬

work of person stages, then in terms of the Cartesian

argument, we would say that these stages are Cartesian ego
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stages. Recall, the first Cartesian argument, the one based

on epistemology, simply failed The argument from essence

the second Cartesian argument, as we saw, would only succeed

if persons-becoming completely disembodied were a real

possibility. Since, in this chapter, we will show that

persons must be embodied, then we will have shown the fail¬

ure of this second argument as well.

In the Locke section we presented arguments to show

that the unity relation which explains identity over time

must be physical. We did this by showing that an adequate

criterion (by criterion we just mean an account of the

relation) had to be explained in terms of a causal chain

which appealed to a physical memory trace If one were to

object to this position in the grounds that the memory trace

could be nonphysical, then our response would be that by

showing the impossibility of Cartesian egos we show the

impossibility of a nonphysical memory trace.

With the above to serve as introduction, we can now

begin our analysis of the main argument which can be put

in the following way.

1. Persons are necessarily the kind of things that can

be involved in causal interaction.

2. Anything that can enter into causal interactions is

a physical thing.

Therefore, Persons are physical things

Physical entities exist both in space and time while

nonphysical entities only exist in time If persons were
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not physical they would only exist in time. We will argue

that persons cannot be entities that exist only in time.

Before we proceed, it will be useful to say something

about the conclusion that persons are physical things and

that persons cannot be disembodied.

In this section our purpose will be to show that

persons, to be persons, must be embodied. By embodyment we

could be making a stronger or a weaker claim. We could mean

the gross physical body in the stronger sense, and in the

weaker sense we would just mean that a person must be

embodied in some physical stuff. It is our claim that per¬

sons must be embodied in something physical not that they

must be enbodied in the gross physical body that they may

be in. People do causally interact. They can causally

interact in either an external or an intersense. By exter¬

nal causal interaction we mean that there is causal inter¬

action with something nonidentical to the person in question

(perceptions would be an example). By internal interaction

we just mean that there can be be interaction with the self

(memory for example).

External interaction means that there can be causal

influence by the world, and that the world can be causally

influenced. For example influenced by perception or

influenced through action. Or, to use another example, for

me to see a tree there must be a causal interaction between

myself and the tree. If I were to chop down the tree there

would also be an interaction. In either case, an external
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interaction exists, i.e., an interaction between both a

person and an outside, or external, object. If persons are

to perceive an act then they must be able to enter into

causal interactions.

Must people be able to perceive and act? These thinkers

who believe in a disembodied self also believe that these

disembodied persons could both perceive, as well as act on

the world, perhaps through psychokinetic ways. We think

that they perceive what's going on in the world.

Someone, however, might object that we can imagine a

more external form of disembodiment in which the person has

no perceptions of the world (perhaps something like living

in a personal dream world for example). Treating disembodi¬

ment in this way we need not suppose those things which are

external to us actually happen, yet, as we shall see, we

still cannot deny that causal interaction still must occur.

We will now set out to argue that even if we presuppose

no external involvement nevertheless we still must accept

that causal interaction still must occur. Certainly, per¬

sons are the kinds of things that could causally interact,

we say this because we feel that persons, such as ourselves,

do interact with the world because we interact with our

gross body. If there were a case where a person did not act

on the world, then his case would be unclear.

Regardless, we must accept that even if a person did

not act on the world, nevertheless, within him there must

still be internal causation. Memory would be an example
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of internal causation. A second example of internal

causation would be the following. We would assume that

Cartesian egos are the type of entities that think ration¬

ally; however, rational thought would seem to presuppose an

internal interaction between ideas, i.e., internal causa¬

tion. After all, any thought at an earlier time must be

able to causally influence thoughts at a later time.

Therefore, at the very least, to be a person requires

internal causation.

Up to this point we have been concerned with our first

premise where the idea was that for persons to be persons,

they must interact either with themselves or with other

things.

Now we will go on to consider causation. Namely, if

two things causally interact then they must be physical

in the sense of having both temporal and spacial attributes

This argument was put forth by J. Foster (1964).

To preview the argument, we will make the following

remarks. Any adequate analysis of causation would have to

insure that the right cause will go with the right effect

(a condition of adequacy) . Any analysis that satisfies

this requirement will have to assign both spacial and tem¬

poral locations to the causal interrelated entities Most

analysis of causation appeal to the notions of regularities
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The intuitive idea is the following:

A causes B analysis into 1. A occurs, 2. B occurs,

3. whenever A type things

B type things.

For example, consider the following. A rock being

thrown caused the window to break when analyzed becomes—

the rock was thrown, the window broke. Therefore, we might

say that whenever a rock is thrown with a certain force

the window breaks.

The form of the generalization cannot just involve

time. It cannot involve just time because if it did then

we would end up saying something like the following. When¬

ever—at a certain time—a rock is thrown, then a short time

later a window will break. The reason why we would not want

to make such a generalization is because it will allow an

improper pairing between a cause and an effect.

If we were to work only with time, then I may throw a

rock at window x and by mere coincidence (chance) window y

breaks then the analysis would have us say that the rock

being thrown at x caused y to break.

The problem is this, if our test is-only temporal, then

coincidental cases are not ruled out.

How could we modify the analysis to be sure that the

right cause will go with the right effect. Maybe we could

still use a criterion based just on time but in addition

require that the effect is the only event that satisfies
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the regularity. Then we would require that by

This rock being thrown caused
that window to break,

we mean 1. This rock was thrown

2. That window was broken.

3. Whenever rocks are thrown with

a certain force, a short time

later they will break.

4. The breaking of the window

(particular window) was the

only window breaking that

occurred shortly after.

This analysis would allow us to assign each cause a

unique effect Problems with this analysis still remain

The trouble is that in a case where we have a coincidence

we would be forced to say that the actual breaking of the

(particular window) was not the effect of the rock throwing.

The point is this, if two windows broke one by coincidence,

then, on this analysis we would be forced to accept that the

coincidental breaking window effect was caused by the same

cause that caused the particular window to break.

The problem is that our analysis lets too much in, cer¬

tainly the single rock thrown did not break both windows.

We then tried to patch up our analysis by requiring that

there was only one window that broke. However, patching up

our analysis in this way lets too much out because if there

was a case where coincidence occurred, as we saw in the



example above, then we would have to draw the counter

intuitive conclusion that the rock throwing caused neither

window to break.

Our conditions of adequacy are violated in two

instances, and therefore our conditions remain unsatisfied.

If we were to require that just one window breaks, and if

two windows happen to break, then we would be violating

one of our necessary conditions and we would be led to the

counter intuitive conclusion that there was no causation

at work between the rock being thrown and the original

window breaking.

In brief, the only way to give a satisfactory analysis

is by assigning not only temporal attributes to individuals

but spacial positions as well.

Our law now becomes, whenever a rock is thrown at a

window which stands in a unique spacial relation to the rock

and is thrown with a certain force then that window will

break.

This new approach will get us around our coincidental

problems; however, we got around that problem by assigning

a spacial position to the effect. Clearly, to get around

these problems we must assign a position in space to both

the cause as well as the effect.

One of the problems associated with nonphysical per¬

sons (Cartesian ego's) is that if this nonphysical ego

caused me to do physical things then we would have no way

of pairing the right Cartesian ego with the right body.
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Because, for example, whenever a Cartesian ego wills to

raise his arm, shortly after an arm will go up. But now

the problem may arise that I decide to raise my arm but by

coincidence someone else's arm goes up.

To put the problem in another way, suppose we have two

Cartesian egos. At time t^ both his arm and the arm of a
different Cartesian ego go up. How is the right Cartesian

ego paired with the right body? How can we be sure that one

Cartesian ego does not effect more than one body? our

intuitive answer would be to pair them up by causation but
y

as we have seen, that would require us to assign a spacial

location to persons which is just what Descartes wants to

deny in his account of persons (Cartesian ego's).



CHAPTER V

KANT: PROBLEMATIC PRESSURE ARGUMENTS AGAINST
A PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF PERSONS

In this Kantian chapter we will be concerned with the

question of identity over time, more specifically we will

examine the view that persons are nonreducible, i.e.,

that they cannot be described in terms of body or mind,

such a position was outlined in our list of six different

alternatives as numbers five and six. Or, using our

terminology, that the unity relation is nondefinable,

that it is what we will be calling transcendent.

When we define a concept as transcendent we mean that

the application of that concept can not be decided directly

or indirectly by experience, at least in many cases."*" To

see just why it would be undesirable to define the self in

a transcendent manner, consider the following. If the

concept of person was forced to be defined as transcendent,

then personal identity would entail all sorts of obsurd

consequences. For example, it would be possible for a

person's identity to switch from one body to another at

random; or to site Locke's (1959) example, it would be pos¬

sible for each of my successive thoughts to attach them¬

selves in a different "soul," etc. The problem with

87
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defining the self as transcendent is this: if we do so,

then we may be led (for instance) to believe that the con¬

cept of the self is completely void of meaning. Clearly, to

define the concept of the self as transcendent would be

distasteful.

2Kant, in his Paralogisms, is attacking the rationalist

for breaking the "principle of significance." In the light

of this interpretation of the Dialectic, we are reformulat¬

ing, in modern terminology, certain arguments from the

paralogisms. Our reformulations will be in modern termi¬

nology; however, as our quotes will show, our reformulations

will remain faithful to Kant's thoughts.

This section of the paper will be divided into two

parts. The first part will deal with the first paralogism.

The second part will deal with the second paralogism. In

the case of each of the two paralogisms we shall attempt to

do three things. First, we shall reformulate the argument

by the rationalist (by rationalist we mean someone that uses

a priori reasoning) that Kant is attacking. Second, we

shall show that the conclusion of the argument forces us to

accept the concept of the self as a transcendent notion.

Third, we shall show that the argument, or at least our

interpretation of it, is unsound, and in so doing avoid hav¬

ing to treat the self as nonempirical.
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Section One—The First Paralogism

Let us turn to the first paralogism. We will begin by

showing, and arguing for, the proposition that the rational¬

ist Kant is portraying is attempting to infer a person's

immortality in the first paralogism. To do this we will

center our attention on just one way in which the conclusion

of immortality can be inferred from the opening arugment;

and show that to accept the argument and its conclusion

would force us to define the concept of person as transcen¬

dent. Since the concept of person as transcendent is

undesirable, we will show how this argument by the rational¬

ist can be countered effectively.

Interpreting Kant is an industrious undertaking and the

commentators themselves are unclear as just how to do so.

These commentators, Bennett (1974) for example, have differ¬

ent interpretations as to just how it is, that, the conclu¬

sion of immortality is to be inferred from the opening

argument. Again, this paper will concentrate on one way in

which the inference of immortality can be made, and the

inference we consider grows out of some remarks made by

Bennett. This inference to immortality is developed out of,

and based upon, an argument stemming from the imagination

and its basis is located in the following part of the second

clause of Kant's first paralogism. "I, as a thinking being,

am the absolute subject of all my possible judgments" (Kant,

1965).
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There are two possible ways in which this clause could

be interpreted. First, in the weaker sense, we could

interpret it to mean that if I judge something to be the

case then it is I that am doing the judging. The other

possible interpretation, the one that is both making a

stronger claim and that will be of concern to us here, is

that any judgment I make is a judgment about me; in other

words--in any of my judgments, I must be the topic of those

judgments. When extending this idea to the imagination,

than, whenever I imagine anything I must be included in the

content of what I imagine. Or, to put the same thought in

linguistic form, when I say "I imagine x" then what I am

really doing is using a short hand for: "I imagine that I

am, for example, witnessing or observing x." If it is the

case that when, for example, I claim to imagine my own

funeral that what I really mean is that I imagine that I_ am

witnessing my own funeral then, according to the argument

by the rationalist, I am involving myself in a contradiction.

On the one hand, I imagine that I cease to exist (it is my

funeral); on the other hand, I am imagining that I still

exist (it is I who am witnessing the funeral). In other

words, the rationalist argues, to ask someone to imagine his

own nonexistence is to ask something of him which is beyond

his powers of imagination, and if someone can not imagine

something, the rationalist continues, then that something is

not possible. The argument here can be put in brief: since
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I can not imagine my own nonexistence, then my nonexistence

is not possible.

Spelled out in more detail then the argument becomes:

Premise (1) If I can not possibly imagine something then

that something is not possible. Premise (2) I can not

possibly imagine my own nonexistence. The conclusion is:

My nonexistence is not possible; or, to put it in another

way, necessarily I will not cease to exist.

This is an interesting argument; however, to accept

that by necessity I will not go out of existence would be,

as we said earlier, to turn the thought of the self into a

transcendent concept. The following line of reasoning shows

how the above argument turns the concept of the self into a

transcendent one. Premise (1) If, by necessity, I will not

go out of existence then no empirical investigation can

show my immortality to hold or not to hold. Premise (2) If,

when discussing myself, the self which is the topic of dis¬

cussion was something empirical then whether or not this

self is immortal would depend on empirical matters.

Premise (3) The rationalist's conclusion for the immortality
of the soul is a necessary one. In conclusion, the concept

of the self, is not an empirical concept.

In what follows we shall argue against this particular

position based upon the imagination, held by the rationalist,

for the everlasting duration of the self and by breaking

down his argument we will achieve our ultimate goal of keep¬

ing the concept of person empirical.
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Crucial to the argument by the rationalist is this

umpti I must always figure in the content of what I

imagine What we shall do at this time is refute this

assumption by showing that although I must imagine from a

certain point of view, nevertheless that point of view need

not belong to anything or anyone in the world I imagine. In

other words, I do not have to imagine either myself as con¬

tent of that world, or imagine myself being in that world to

witness that particular occurrence.

Suppose we are watching a motion picture Given any

particular movie, the motion picture that we are watching

is portraying to our imagination a particular "world." To

put it in another way, by way of the motion picture, we are

imagining a particular world if only a brief time slice of

it. Of this world that we are imagining, we are at one and

the same time, witness to the occurrences that take place

in that world, yet we are not part of that particular world

Before spelling this point out in greater detail we will

take just a moment to set up the following distinctions.

There are two aspects to the world we imagine via a

motion picture, one seen and one unseen. The seen aspect

includes those people, places, things, etc. that the movie

shows us. The unseen aspect includes those things that

belong to the world portrayed yet do not appear directly on

the screen For example, the movie may end showing the

damsel riding into the sunset with the prince but it does

not show us the castle that they ride to. In other words,
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there are many things included in that world that one's

imagination "fills in" to give the movie a sense of closure,

even if it is nothing more than imagining, for instance,

that the prince and the damsel ride to a castle very similar

to those seen during the course of the movie.

Up to now, we have been describing the world portrayed

by the motion picture but, if we stop and think about it,

along with every world portrayed by a movie there is a

second world that is both separate and distinct from the

portrayed world working to create that world which is por¬

trayed. Both the actor and actress, for example, that play

the role of the prince and the damsel are not part of the

world portrayed by the motion picture; they are part of the

second world--the world of those people, props, equipment

(cameras), etc. coordinated together to create the world

portrayed.

Recall, crucial to the argument is that a person must

figure in the content of what he is imagining: in other

words, he must be part of the world which he is imagining.

With the motion picture example in mind, we have an instance

of imagining a world without also imagining being part of

that world. Do we as an audience figure into the content of

the world we are imagining via the motion picture? Cer¬

tainly we do not belong to the seen aspect of this world for

if we did we would see ourselves on the screen; we do not,

however, belong to the unseen aspect either. If we did
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belong to the unseen aspect of the portrayed world then in

regard to this example we would have lived in a different

place and time and clearly we could not be in the theatre

watching this motion picture. What about the camera,

surely the camera must be part of the world we are imagining?

Again, since the camera is not shown on the screen we would

not want to say that the camera is included in the seen

aspect. Could it be that the camera is part of the unseen

aspect, the way the castle is? No, as a matter of fact

during the time in history that this movie is portraying,

the camera had not even been invented. The point is this,

none of those items (actors, props, cameras, etc.) creating

the world are to be found in any way in the world portrayed

any more than the audience sitting watching the movie.

As our analogy shows, the upshot is this, just as we

are able to imagine a world via a motion picture without

having to imagine that either the audience or camera is

in that portrayed world, we can also generally imagine a

particular world and at the same time imagine that we are

not part of that particular world that we are imaging.

Since the motion picture analogy has shown these two points

are consistent, the rationalist's crucial assumption fails.

The argument for immortality in the first paralogism is

therefore unsound and the concept of the self remains

empirical at least under our interpretation.
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Section Two—The Second Paralogism

Above we saw how the alleged inconceivability of the

cessation of personal identity threatened to make it neces¬

sary for us to define the concept of the self as transcen¬

dent. Since, however, we were able to dispell the

"rationalist style" argument from imagination, we saved it

from such a definition. At this time, we will consider yet

another "rationalist style" argument from imagination which,

if allowed to stand, would once again threaten to make the

concept of the self transcendent. This second argument from

imagination that we will consider from Kant is just one

possible interpretation of both the opening argument and

other remarks found in his second paralogism. This inter¬

pretation, to be considered, grows out of, once again—and

this time is more indebted to—remarks made by Bennett (1974)

The topic of the second paralogism is the simplicity
of the soul. The rationalist that Kant is portraying here

argues for the simplicity of the soul in the following way

For one to form the concept of a whole he must combine

various things in his imagination, and that the thing,

namely himself, doing the combining must begin as a whole

in order to initiate such a combination (Kant, 1965, A351)

For example, for someone to form the concept of a group of

apples from the concept of individual apples requires that

whoever is forming the thought of a group of apples from

individual apples already be a whole himself. Kant puts it

in the following way. "For although the whole of the thought
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could be divided and distributed among many subjects, the

subjective 'I' can never be thus divided and distributed,

and it is this 'I' that we presuppose in all thinking"

(Kant, 1965, A354). Or, to put it in another way, the "I"

can not be regarded as many things because it must be doing

the regarding.

To openly accept the above is to approach the danger

that the rationalist will inflate such an argument to a

point, from which the simplicity of personal identity will

lead to a conclusion for the self having a nonsplitable

nature. To describe the concept of a person as nonsplit¬

able is dangerous because it would necessitate defining the

concept of the self as transcendent. Recall that to define

the concept of the self as transcendent is to be avoided

for the reasons mentioned above; therefore, we will show

how it is that the self is splitable. Before arguing for

the splitability of the self, and hence for the concept of

the self to be nontranscendent, we will begin by laying

out the rationalist's argument for the nonsplitability of

’the self; and then show how it is that if the case for non¬

splitability were accepted the notion of the self would be

forced into being defined as transcendent.

The rationalist style argument from imagination for

the simplicity of the self runs as follows. The rationalist

begins by challenging us to imagine ourselves splitting,

that is, becoming two people instead of one. The rational¬

ist would hold, that, to imagine splitting from the inside
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is beyond the powers of imagination. "Since," the rational¬

ist would continue, "one cannot imagine splitting from the

inside, then splitting is not possible; and if splitting is

not possible then the self must be simple."

The splitting example will be spelled out in the fol¬

lowing way. To begin with, the splitting example can be

illustrated from both the "inside" and the "outside" point

of view. We will begin with a description of the splitting

case as seen from the "outside" point of view. Let us

suppose that Adam (whom we will refer to as A in the follow¬

ing) splits or divides—in other words his body divides and

each half of the split developes into a perfect copy of the

original. In addition, his mind and memories divide and

each half develops to its former capacity and strength, we

now have two people Bob and Carl (whom we will refer to as

B and C respectively in what follows). B and C are now

two different people. After all, they each have a different

visual perspective on the world, and they each will begin

to have different experiences, etc. Moreover, due to the

law of the transitivity of identity we can not say that both

B and C are identical to A because that would entail that

B is identical to C and this, as we have seen, is false.

However, there is no question that both B and C are physi¬

cally, as well as, mentally continous with A--they each

claim the same history before the split. If either B or C

happened to have died during the procedure, then as an out¬

sider we might jump to identify the survivor with A; or even
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if both survived yet one did not claim identity with A,

then, again, the problem of designating identity, from the

outside point of view, would appear simple. However,

according to the example, both B and C survive and each

claims identity with A. What then is the solution to this

identity problem? For the rationalist, both B and C cannot

be identical with A because the nature of the self is one

of simplicity—hence, it cannot divide. "Either B or C,"

the rationalist might word it, "is identical with A but not

both."

To illustrate the same point from the "inside" point

of view the rationalist would challenge the individual to

work through the same example once again only this time to

consider the splitting from a personal point of view. "Try

the example out on yourself" the rationalist might say.

"Imagine that you are Adam, and you check into the hospital

for a splitting operation. Sometime later, after your last

memory—that of sedation, you wake up in a recovery room.

You wake up, look over, and see someone just like yourself

in the next bed." The claim by the rationalist, is that,

"you must imagine waking up in one bed or the other;" in

other words, "to imagine that you would be in both beds

would be impossible."

In brief, for the rationalist--where only the "inside"

point of view counts—the mind cannot divide. Therefore

when someone imagines that he will split, he must also

imagine that after the split he will be one by product or
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the other--not both. From an "outside" point of view one

may be falsely tempted to say that both B and C are identi

cal; nevertheless, the rationalist would insist on viewing

the case from the "inside," and from that point of view, one

half, or the other—but not both halves—of the split would

retain the identity of A.

The above argument from imagination can be mapped out

in the following way.

Premise (1) If I cannot possibly imagine something

then that something is not possible. Premise (2) I cannot

possibly imagine splitting from an "inside" point of view.

Conclusion, then my splitting is not possible; or, in other

words, then necessarily I cannot divide and hence my iden¬

tity is of a simplistic nature.

With this argument for the nonsplitability of the self

in mind, and before we begin to argue it, we will

make a brief examination of just how it is that this argu¬

ment by the rationalist, if accepted, threatens to turn the

notion of the self into a transcendent concept.

To begin with, consider what is not transcendent about

the self Certainly both body and memory are empirical

qualities; however, as a brief moment of reflection will

bear out, those are the only two qualities of the self that

are empirical. If the self is to be empirical, then it must

be the case that either, or both, of these two qualities

must make up the self Neither, according to the above

argument, will provide a complete account of the self.
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Recall that after the split both halves have bodies that are

continuous with A's body and both possess A's memories, or

at least seeming memories. Thus, any criterion in terms of

the above empirical qualities will be symmetrical with

respect to B and C, therefore a complete account of the self

will require an additional nonempirical quality.

The above argument can be mapped out in the following

way. Premise (1) If the concept of the self were empirical,

then either (or both) a body criterion or a memory criterion

would be sufficient in deciding questions of personal iden¬

tity. Premise (2) In splitting cases the relation between

B and C and that between C and A are symmetrical with

respect to both body and memory. Premise (3) According to

the rationalist, either A is equal to B, or A is equal to C,

but not both. Conclusion, the concept of the self is

transcendent. What the rationalist is saying is that there

is a mysterious substance—we know not what—that goes to

either but not both B and C.

Like the argument from the first paralogism, here again,

we want to attack this agrument by the rationalist. Crucial

to his argument is the basic premise (see premise (2) of the

argument on page 99) that from the personal point of view

(or what we have been calling the inside point of view) one

can not imagine oneself splitting. In what follows we will

refer to this basic premise as "the crucial premise."

We need to explore this basic premise further. Why
does the rationalist want to hold this crucial premise?
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From our earlier discussion it seems clear that he wants to

hold this crucial premise because he accepts the following

claim: (i) to imagine splitting, I must imagine being

identical to both halves after the split. For example, if

A imagines himself being identical only to B in the left

hand bed after the splitting operation then he will not have

imagined himself splitting. But to delve more deeply we can

ask why does the rationalist accept claim (i). The obvious

answer is that he accepts the general claim (ii) that if A

is to split into B and C, then after the split A must be

identical to B and A must be identical to C. The rational¬

ist will of course correctly hold that the consequent of

(ii) is logically impossible.

To lay out the above schematically, we have:

Crucial Assumption: it is impossible to imagine splitting

from the inside.

Claim (i): splitting from the inside requires imagining

being identical to both B and C.

Claim (ii): splitting in general entails that identity is

preserved in both halves of the split.

The relationship between the three is as follows:

Claim (ii) supports claim (i) which in turn supports the

crucial assumption.

In order to attack the rationalist's crucial assumption,

we shall question claim (ii), for if we can show that

claim (ii) is questionable we thereby cast doubt on both
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claim (i) as well as the crucial assumption. We will under¬

mine claim (ii) by following up a suggestion by Derek

Parfit (1971). Parfit's suggestion is to replace the term

"identity" with the term "survival." If we replace identity

with survival, then, "we can suggest that I survive as two

different people without implying that I am these people"

(Parfit, 1971). If, in the case of entities other than

persons—amoebas, nations, machines, etc.—we are willing to

hold that splitting renders inapplicable the concept of

identity, why should we not hold the same in the case of

persons?

Accepting Parfit's claim, then, clearly undermines

claim (ii) and thereby casts doubt on the crucial assumption.

But a problem does still remain, the problem, namely,

of what do we have to be able to imagine from the inside

in order to split, that is, to survive as B and C. If we

accept Parfit's answer, in order to survive as both B and C,

certainly I do not have to be capable of imagining being

both B and C. All that is required, it seems to us, is

that I be capable of imagining being B and capable of

imagining being C.

To put our last point more clearly, consider the fol¬

lowing. I can believe I will be in San Francisco at 10 a.m.

tomorrow and I can believe that I will be in Tokyo at

10 a.m. tomorrow. There is no contradiction involved here.

Contrast: I can believe that I will both be in San Francisco

and Tokyo at 10 a.m. tomorrow. On the rationalist view
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imaging splitting would require the latter type of capacity

which is clearly impossible. Adopting Parfit's revision,

imagining splitting will only involve the former kind of

capacity.

We have shown clearly, then that the rationalistic

agrument for the unsplitability of the self breaks down.

In so doing we have also prevented a nonempirical descrip¬

tion of the self. In showing, as we have done, that there

is no incoherence in the idea of a person's splitting, we

are making agreement with Kant, as witnessed by the follow¬

ing quote from the paralogisms.

Just as we can think all powers and faculties
of the soul ... as diminished by one half, but
in such a way that the substance still remains, so
also, without contradiction, we can represent the
extinguished half as being preserver, not in the
soul, but outside it; and we can likewise hold that
since everything which is real in it . . . has been
halved, another separate substance would then come
into existence outside it. (Kant, 1965, 416n)

To sum up, we began with the purpose of considering

both the instances and implications of defining the self in

a nonempirical manner. Once we recognized the undesirable

implications of defining the self in nonempirical terms, we

set out to overthrow both instances that threatened to force

such a definition. In both cases we were able to overthrow

those instances. By overthrowing those two instances we

were able on those two accounts, to both keep the concept of

the self empirical and avoid those undesirable consequences

connected with defining the self in a nonempirical fashion.
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In this section we have attempted to reformulate and

criticize two of the Paralogisms, or at least parts of them

in modern terminology. Indeed, our criticisms may have

involved features which are not explicit in Kant; neverthe¬

less, in preceeding in this way it seems to us that we are

gaining deeper insights into Kant.
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Notes

The term "transcendent," as used here, is not to be
confused with the term transcendental.

The dif-

One way to understand what we mean by a rationalist
is to compare it with an empiricist. Both the Rational¬
ist and Empiricist agree on the equivalence between
analytic and a priori sentences and hence on that be¬
tween synthetic and a posteriori
ference between the two is that whereas the Rationalist
believes that knowledge can be derived from a priori
truths alone, the Empiricist claims that a
truths are needed to provide us with the foundation
needed for knowledge.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In this work we have shown that persons are physical,

or in terms of our framework, that both person stages and

the unity relation which connects together particular

person stages, must be physical. In the knockdown argu¬

ment, we showed in a positive way, that person stages must

be physical. In the Locke chapter, we proved that the

unity relation between person stages had to be physical.

In addition, we have successfully attacked those

philosophers, namely Descartes and the Rationalist whom

Kant is arguing against in his Paralogisms, who have held

different views.
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